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t’s been about two years since I tentatively

in the English-speaking Catholic world, as though

asked a friend whether he thought there might

cultural differences count for nothing, as though

be scope for a new religious magazine in

the assumptions and quarrels and stories of other

Ireland, even as a digital project. Reeling off a list
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societies exist in identical forms here.

of people I thought could be good contributors and

At the same time, we also believe that Irish

gifted designers, I said, ‘I keep thinking something

Catholicism even now still has much to offer at

thoughtful, orthodox, fresh, and fully across Church

home and abroad. Creating in a way that’s suited

teaching could be really good.’

to Ireland, with all the good and bad of our history

Chats with friends who liked the idea followed over

and culture, can help broaden horizons for the rest

the next few weeks, and while they were encouraging

of the world. We all have things to learn from each

they also had hard, testing questions, not least around

other, and we are all impoverished if we do not use

whether a new publication might be duplicating

the talents with which God has entrusted us. Just as

things done elsewhere. Why do this? ‘Because,’ I said

the Church abroad can enrich Irish Catholicism, so

in frustration, ‘we’re dying!’ Pope Benedict used to

God has given Irish Catholicism gifts that can enrich

talk of how the Church of the future would need to

the Church elsewhere. Leaven, then, we realised,

be a creative minority, and it’s too often that caught

could offer a way of sharing those gifts beyond

up as we get in visions of being a minority, even at

just benefitting our national church and Irish life

times a beleaguered one, we forget the retired pope’s

more broadly.

call for creativity. Being a majority, in any case, isn’t

As the months went by, our vision sharpened,

always a good thing, and Pope Francis has reminded

with a brigade of smart, creative young Catholics

us that our mission is ‘not really determined by the

coming on board, keen to be involved in shaping and

number or size of spaces that we occupy, but rather

contributing to a fresh and authentic publication,

by our capacity to generate change and to awaken

one that tries to engage with Ireland and the world as

wonder and compassion’.

it is, and that might stand at least a small chance of,

If we’re to be a living Church we can’t just be

as the Pope puts it, generating change and awakening

a consuming one, relying on others to feed our

wonder and compassion. We might not succeed, of

imaginations and our spirits: no, we need to be

course, but it won’t be for want of trying!

creative, to use our own Catholic lenses, to be God’s

Our ambition has been to showcase what a humane

hands in the world, to nurture and develop Christian

and intelligent Catholicism can entail, through a

talent so others can do this in turn. In Ireland, this

mixture of articles, interviews, discussions, and

means recognising that it’s not enough to absorb or

lighter essays, and four issues in, we think we’re

replicate whatever is said or produced elsewhere

getting there. Our designers, meanwhile, have
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consistently produced stellar work, models of how

contrarian, reactionary, or cynical thinking. Building

our Catholic media can be fresh, accessible, and

up this group further, and developing writers for

genuinely beautiful, while day-in, day-out our social

the future, is very much part of our vision, and it’s

media accounts have shared nuggets of carefully- been exciting to have had new people come onboard
sourced Catholic wisdom from over the centuries.
The plan is that Leaven should be as ‘catholic’ as it

since the first issue, with others in the pipeline for
coming issues.

is Catholic, its articles covering pretty much anything

What’s more, while we’re solidly committed to a

as long as a Catholic lens is brought to bear, whether

domestic core of writers and designers, we realised

it be politics or philosophy, science or music, history

from the first that we should look beyond Irish

or economics, literature or sports. That theology,

Catholic bubbles if this was to work: yes, the Catholic

spirituality, liturgy, parish life, and other more

Church in Ireland has plenty to offer the world, but so

obviously Church-related things are on the table too

too does the world have plenty to offer the Catholic

goes without saying, but the main thing is that we’re

Church in Ireland. Contributions from Catholics

following St Paul’s advice by talking about everything,

outside of Ireland and Christians from other

and holding – as best we can – to what is true.

traditions in Ireland have been and will be sought

The end result, we hope, is a magazine we think

to keep us learning, and to remind us to keep our

people can not only enjoy, but feel optimistic about

windows open. Looking outside is vitally important,

sharing with family, friends, students, pupils, and

after all, and one thing we should have learned from

parishioners, even with those who’ve given up on the

our pandemic experiences is the special importance

Church or are otherwise sceptical of it, convinced

of ventilation!

Catholicism has nothing to say to them.

News early this year that the Irish Church is to

The pandemic has made things more difficult,

embark on a synodal path leading to a national

of course, but it hasn’t stopped us, and at times

synodal assembly in the next five years, may, if

has proved the mother of invention: in a world

anything, make the launch of Leaven all the more

of zoom chats, round-table discussions on all

relevant. Ireland’s bishops have, after all, been

manner of topics are surprisingly manageable, as

considering this since 2018’s Synod on Young People,

are interviews with leading Catholic scientists from

and in the coming years having a forum for young

around the world. Indeed, while Ireland’s churches

Irish Catholics – and in particular young Catholic

and shops were closed or inaccessible during the

women – will be all the more important.

tightest of lockdowns, our established plans for a

It’s in this light that we’ve put together this special

digital publication rather than a traditional print one

sampler copy of Leaven, featuring content from the

seemed providential. Thank God, though, that we’ve

first two issues along with descriptions of who we are

just in the last few weeks been blessed with help that

and what the first four issues have included. We hope

will at least mean a few hundred copies of each issue

this will encourage you to consider ways in which you

of Leaven will from now on be available as a classic

might in turn be able to support this project, whether

printed magazine too: we think it deserves that, and

in terms of group subscriptions, promotion at parish,

that it might help it reach more people.

schools, or membership levels, direct funding, or

It’s been a pleasure and a privilege to work with

something else. We genuinely believe this is a model

so many gifted and committed young Catholics over

of what a ‘green shoot’ should be in the Church, and

the last two years, engaging with people lit up with

hope that those in a position to do so can help this

love for Christ and positive without being naïve,

green shoot grow.

committed to sharing what the Faith has to offer
without watering it down or falling into traps of

- Greg Daly, Editor.
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A revolutionary
myth
Theological illiteracy is hurting our ability to
live together, Tom Holland tells Leaven
Interview by Greg Daly
Originally published in Leaven 1.1

I

f a man were called to fix the period in

institutional violence, the contempt for the

the history of the world, during which

poor, the contempt for the vulnerable is

the condition of the human race was

just a constant.’

most happy and prosperous, he would,

Until a few decades ago the focus of the

without hesitation, name that which

people who studied the Roman Empire

elapsed from the death of Domitian to the

has tended to be on its elite rather than

accession of Commodus,’ wrote Edward

those at the bottom tiers of Roman society,

Gibbon in his Enlightenment classic,

Holland says, pointing out that it took the

The History of the Decline and Fall of the

rise of Christianity to change how Romans

Roman Empire.

looked at the poor and the vulnerable,

To listen to Tom Holland, however,

4
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especially slaves and unwanted babies.

Gibbon could hardly have been more wrong.

‘Right thinking about Christianity really

Already having written two bestselling

opens your eyes to the way in which just

histories of Rome – Rubicon, about the

how revolutionary the Christian message

fall of the Republic, and Dynasty, about

is,’ Tom explains, ‘and I think it requires

the beginning of the Empire – Tom is now

you to look at the Roman Empire to

working on his third Roman history. ‘It will

probably get a sense of how revolutionary

be about the Roman Empire in its heyday,

it is and how contingent some assumptions

which Gibbons famously described as

that we have today really are when set

being the happiest period of history – the

against the backdrop of other ways that

Antonine age, a period when the Empire is

humanity might be able to organise itself.’

at peace but, it’s just unspeakably brutal!’

This idea is central to Tom’s

‘The underpinnings of that peace are

controversial 2019 best-seller, Dominion:

brutal!’ he continues. ‘It’s founded on

The Making of the Western Mind, subtitled

unbelievably brutal treatment to people

‘How the Christian Revolution Remade the

beyond the frontiers, who are essentially

World’ for the US edition and available in

dehumanised and targeted for genocide, I

paperback since late last year.

mean literally targeted for genocide. And

‘The thesis of the book is essentially that,

within the framework of the Empire, the

as I’ve often expressed it, we in the west

are goldfish, and the water that we swim

says. As a liberal, secular humanist, he

Early in 2016 Tom visited

is Christian, and the weathering effects

believed he had a good sense of what he

Sinjar in Iraq a few weeks

of Christianity of the past 2000 years on

terms the foundation myths of his creed,

Western culture have been so profound

but felt he needed to examine these more

Standing in a place where

that we barely even recognise them for

systematically. ‘When I tried to trace them

Yazidis had been enslaved

what they are,’ he explains. ‘There are

back to the Enlightenment it was very

exceptions to this really. but by and large,

clear that they went a long way before

the criticisms that atheists, or secularists

the Enlightenment. Writing the book was

or liberals, or whatever might aim at

a kind of an attempt at self-discovery as

Christianity are themselves couched in

much as anything else for me,’ he says.

after the Kurdish liberation
of the town from ISIS.

and crucified not long
before was, he has said,
something close to a
religious experience.

Christian terms. So Christianity is judged
and found wanting according to a rubric

RECEPTION

of moral standards that are patently of

Surprisingly to Tom, given how much

Christian origin themselves.’

criticism of Christianity the book contains,

The spark for the book was struck when

the book has generally been warmly

he was giving a talk about a previous

welcomed by Christians. ‘The people

book, In the Shadow of the Sword, which

who’ve not been particularly enthusiastic

questioned many of the traditional

about it are those I guess who would kind

foundations of Islam, essentially

of self-identify as humanists, who would

saying that the stories surrounding the

see their liberalism or their humanism as

beginnings of Islam were back-projections

being a kind of ideological marker that they

from a century or more later.

feel distinguishes them from Christianity,’

‘I remember giving a talk about it and

he says.

a Muslim in the audience saying “Why

Whether or not people simply have

have you done this? You’d never do this

too much invested in the notion that

about your own beliefs,” and I felt a kind

their modern worldviews don’t rest on

of sting of truth in that accusation,’ he

Christian foundations, what seems clear
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is that the Christian underpinnings of

in children’s books, because they’re adults

our world are glossed over as a matter of

who have moved on. ‘But they’re not really

course nowadays. One obvious example

kidding anyone, because human rights,

of this is the tendency for historians to

the dating system, the idealisation of

use the terms ‘BCE’ and ‘CE’ – ‘Before

something called the secular – I mean all

the Common Era’, and ‘Common Era’ – of these are rooted in theology and make
instead of the more traditional ‘BC’ and

no sense without theology.’

‘AD’, concepts rooted in Bede’s recognition

South Africa, curiously enough, is

that the Incarnation was the central point

a country that stands as an exception

in time.

to the current fetish for theologically

‘Essentially that’s a kind of paradigm

illiteracy; an especially powerful part

of where we are in the West now, but it’s

of Dominion looks at how it was Nelson

as though, you know, you just put a thin

Mandela’s Methodism that underpinned

layer of wallpaper over something, and

his conviction that forgiveness was needed

you completely lose the contours of what’s

in his country.

beneath the wallpaper – you don’t at all.
It’s not fooling anyone,’ says Tom.

‘That is a theologically literate country,’
says Tom. ‘And what enabled the peace

‘I mean, saying ‘before the Common

process to happen was that both sides

Era’ -- what’s common about it? Time

spoke the same theological language.

in the West, and indeed, you know, in

So, the language of repentance and

North Korea or anywhere in the world is

forgiveness was fundamental to what

measured by the Christian calendar, and

happened. There was a recognition that

so time to that sense is Christianised. The

if you confess your fault then you will be

great acts all around which our sense of

given absolution. And of course that’s

time revolves is a deeply Christian one

not at all in a non-Christian culture. The

grounded in a highly theological notion

language of repentance was fundamental

of the incarnation,’ he continues. ‘ And so

to its success.’

much of what we take for granted, be it the

Pointing out that the Romans, for

calendar or be it our values or whatever – instance, had no difficulty in thinking about
our attitudes to sex, our attitudes to family,

Britons and Numidians as barbarians, he

or attitudes to marriage, our attitudes to

says it’s not necessarily obvious that things

how we should live, our attitudes to how

like slavery, empire, and racial oppression

society should be structured – are rooted

are wrong, and that the idea that these

in a seedbed of Christian theology.’

things are bad, and that the basic idea that

Unfortunately, he says, we have reached
a point where – in general – our society
is not merely theologically illiterate, but
proud to be theologically illiterate.

6
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all human beings are fundamentally equal
comes from Christianity.
‘It’s this kind of nagging sense that all
human beings are created equally in the

‘The commanding heights of our culture

image of God, and that there is no Jew

now are occupied by people who are proud

or Greek,’ he says. ‘If there is no Jew or

to say they know nothing about religion

Greek, then there’s no Black or White. The

because it’s all nonsense and they’ve

apartheid regime was rooted in theology

moved on from it,’ he says, likening this to

because as long as it was able to convince

people maintaining that they’ve no interest

itself that it was theologically justified it

could carry on, but the moment it lost that

says, but that the meaning of this isn’t

certainty it was doomed. And then the

so obviously grasped nowadays when

narrative started to kick in of repentance

exceedingly wealthy sportspeople do it.

and forgiveness.’

‘It has a slightly different resonance,

A similar phenomenon was at work

and also, it seems, a specifically American

in the American civil rights movement

resonance,’ he says. ‘One of the reasons

and responses to it, he says. ‘It was,

why the civil rights movement had such

you know, the power of Martin Luther

an impact beyond American shores

King, the Reverend Martin Luther King

was that it could tap into these kind of

– again coming from that kind of Baptist- Christian ideas – Christian myths – that
Methodist-dissenting tradition – that

were shared,’ he says, contrasting this with

was able to summon white Americans

Black Lives Matter as an apparently much

to a recognition of their sin, while also

more distinctly American movement,

promising forgiveness and reminding

‘tied up with how as non-Americans one

them that all human beings are created

views America, and tied in as well with a

equally in the image of God. And therefore,
there is a Christian route to repenting for
what was wrong and gaining absolution.
‘That was fundamental to the narrative
of the ‘60s, even though it was incredibly
contested. The fact that the civil
rights movement happened – it wasn’t
fundamentally a political debate, it was a
theological debate. And it was one that the
civil rights campaigners won.’
The civil rights movement helped inform
the feminist movement, he later observes,
and indeed the gay rights movement
too, but he suspects a contemporary
breakdown in common theological
languages and ideas has hampered the

kind of capitalism, which is better able to

current Black Lives Matter movement.

appropriate it because it’s free-floating.’

‘That language has kind of gone – that
shared language, the language of Exodus,

FORGIVENESS

the language of the Gospels. It’s not shared

There’s a case to be made that we’re

anymore. And so people have to try and

increasingly a kind of public society where

construct their own paradigms and their

we demand apologies, and even demand

own ways of expressing it, and obviously

atonement, but do not grant forgiveness.

because it’s not shared therefore it’s often

Is this a fair criticism of where we are

more contested,’ he says. The meaning

now, and if so should we think of that

of Martin Luther King ‘taking the knee’

as a distortion of how our societies are

was clearly understood in his day as an

informed by Christianity?

expression of our common humility before

‘I think that having said that Christianity

God, coming from a Baptist tradition, he

is the kind of dust borne on the breezes

Leaven Magazine
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that we breathe in, it’s not what it

says. ‘But I think my children’s generation

was,’ Tom admits, adding that this has – it’s nothing to them, they don’t know
happened even over the course of his life.

anything about it. Really, they’re not

‘When I was at school, I studied Scripture,

interested in it. They’re not interested in it

so, you know, we studied the Bible. I kind

enough to reject it. It’s, it’s just, you know,

of absorbed it in the way that people for

it’s nothing.’

generations before me – across Europe,

At the same time, he says, they’re still

across America – had done exactly the

living in a world that’s utterly saturated

same, but that’s no longer the case.’

with a Christian outlook. ‘All this, you

Explaining how his daughters went to a

know, “we’ve got to be kind, we’ve got to

Catholic primary school and an Anglican

be caring, to look after refugees”, all this

secondary school, Tom says that they began

kind of stuff, which they absolutely all

doing comparative religion in secondary

have kind of absolutely taken on board, is

school, with the course giving a clear

rooted in deeply Christian assumptions,

impression that all religions are basically

but while they know that you have to be
kind to refugees, they don’t know about
the parable of the Good Samaritan. They
don’t know the theological underpinnings
for it,’ he says.
Without these underpinnings, he
continues, without Biblical stories and
liturgical rituals, the assumptions they
hold can float about. ‘They’re rooted in
Christianity, but they’re not anchored to
it, if that makes sense. Because they’re
not anchored to it, the anchor is kind of
rocking around all over the place and,
and so we’re kind of drifting. It’s a kind of
free for all because even people don’t even
realise what it is that they’re arguing about.’

the same. ‘They just wear different kinds

This has the effect, Tom says, that some

of dress and have different feast days or

of the most heated arguments of our time

whatever, but basically they’re all the same,

are effectively arguments about variants

and they all kind of essentially uphold the

of Christian teaching, and what should be

same liberal assumptions and values – emphasised; debates about abortion can

8
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that’s what’s written into the curriculum,’

be characterised as arguments between

he says, saying this naturally carries the

the Pauline idea that a woman’s body is

implication that there’s not much point

sacral such men shouldn’t tell her what to

bothering with any of them.

do with it and the basic principle that all

‘And so I think that the generation of

human life is sacred and made in God’s

militant humanists and atheists are clearly

image, while debates about homosexuality

still deeply Christian because they’re

see an emphasis on the sin of sodomy

shaped by it, they’re wrestling with it,

clash with an emphasis on the virtue of

they’re theologically engaged with it,’ he

monogamous love. ‘All the culture war

arguments are contained within a kind

easy just to dwell on the condemnation

of Christian bubble, but because we don’t

and forget the need for forgiveness. And

recognise that they’re Christian anymore,

I think that that is something that has

it just kind of floats around,’ he says.

evaporated,’ he says.

With specific reference to forgiveness,

As references in Dominion to the

he ventures that hostile stereotypes

penance books used by the Irish monks

of finger-wagging preachers aside,

of early medieval Europe make clear,

tendencies to condemnation are less

what condemnation there has been in

specifically Christian than they are more

Christianity has always been intended

broadly human. ‘I think that that reflects

to be – at least in principle – medicinal,

the fact that that’s a kind of inherent

with forgiveness, mercy, and the benefit of

instinct within human beings, whereas the

the doubt built in. Obviously this was and

great thing about Christianity, about the

is often forgotten even within Christian

particular figure of Jesus and the Gospels,

contexts, but it seems almost wholly

is that it’s much more complicated than

absent from society at large now. Why

that, that he’s always forgiving people, and

might this be?

that he hangs out with sinners. The love

‘I mean, Christianity works, in purely

of Christ for sinners is in a way that most

Darwinian terms. Its success means that

subversive aspect of the Gospels, and kind

it must work; it must speak and articulate

of hardest to comprehend.’

something deep within human nature,

Pointing out that Christ’s example has

because otherwise it wouldn’t have worked

always made it impossible for the Church

the way it did,’ Tom begins. ‘But again, I

to crudely say that prostitutes, for example,

think that once it gets unmoored from

are evil, Tom says he thinks the impact of

theology, and from Scripture, and from

the Gospel stories is not always what it

ritual, then it mutates very quickly. And

should be.

I think that therapy is a kind of a version

‘I remember I went to a sermon talking

of that. The medicinal thing is exactly it,

about the parable of the Pharisees and

but you need a sense of sin for it to work

the tax collector,’ he explains, ‘and the

really, and that’s something that we’ve

vicar said we’re kind of blunted to the

become nervous of, I think for Christian

implication of it: we’ve come to think that

reasons, because we were reluctant to kind

tax collectors are good, that tax collectors

of condemn a sinner.

raise money and enable us to build schools

‘Again, that’s perhaps of Christ, but

and roads, that it’s good to pay taxes, and

without sin none of it really makes

Pharisees are kind of whitened sepulchres

sense and it kind of blunts and becomes

and evil hypocrites. So, of course, we don’t

distorted in Christian terms. I think that’s

get it, he said: you’ve got to think of the

the reason,’ he says.

Pharisees being a kind of an aid worker,

The net effect of all this, he says, is that

and you’ve got to think of the tax collector

we would not be exaggerating to speak of

as being a paedophile. That takes you back

a crisis of the West.

to the shock of it.’

‘I think it is a crisis,’ he says. ‘I think it’s a

‘I think that without familiarity with

crisis because for all the reasons I’ve been

those stories, without the familiarity of the

saying, I think we basically still have this

subversive figure of Christ, it’s very, very

fundamental identity but we’re reluctant

Leaven Magazine
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to acknowledge it, and we’ve kind of lost

wake of the Reformation, he admits, but

the self-knowledge that enables us to see

says that in a sense the Reformation is ‘a

that. So we’re kind of groping around

kind of further trigger effect of the primal

looking for ways to define ourselves’

papal revolution’, adding that much of how
Christianity has ‘evolved to become kind

UPBRINGING

of post-Christian is mediated through

Tom was raised Anglican, and one

Protestantism’.

wonders reading Dominion whether he

There is, he adds, always a kind of

would have written a different book had

tension when one talks about Christianity.

he been raised Catholic. Might he have

‘Do you emphasise what’s revolutionary

been less prepared to think in terms of

about it, the process of change, the

Scripture and Paul specifically, and more

capacity of the Spirit to move and

in terms of Peter and a sacramental view

transfigure and alter things,’ he asks, ‘or

of creation, for example?

do you emphasise the heft of tradition and

‘Well that’s a great question, and of

of the past and the way in which Christian

course that goes back to the goldfish

practice is rooted in what’s been done for

thing, that my water is of course Anglican,’

generations before that?’

he says. ‘And so I try to be neutral and

Tom’s mention of being raised

objective, insofar as I can, but I’m aware

Christian by his mother and especially

that it’s, it’s much more a Protestant

influenced by his late godmother recalls

than it is a Catholic perspective. And

a section in the book where he talks

really that’s the very last section of the

about the crucial role women have played

book, where I talk about the specifically

through history in passing on the Faith.

Christian influences on me. Essentially,

Given both the opportunities today’s

my mother and my grandmother. It’s

women have beyond the domestic sphere

basically my attempt to try and kind

and the alienation many feel from the

of factor that in for the reader, so that

Church, is there a risk that this traditional

people can understand where it is that

mechanism of handing down Christianity

I’m coming from. Because I can’t help,

will die out?

you know, what my upbringing is. And

‘Women are kind of fundamental to

I ultimately can’t entirely emancipate

the growth of Christianity,’ Tom stresses.

myself from it.’

‘Every study of how Christianity grew in

The Pauline letters, he points out, are

the Roman Empire makes it clear that

the earliest extant Christian documents,

it grows through the agency of women

typically written within two to three

more than anything else. And it’s clear

decades of the Crucifixion, such that

as well I think that over the course of

knowing Paul is vital if one wants to

history that it’s women raising children

understand early Christianity, but at

as Christians that really serves to kind

the same time he says that he hopes he’s

of bed it down. And so the fact that’s no

succeeded in showing how the papacy is

longer happening is one of the primary

the primal revolutionary force in Latin

reasons why Christianity’s cultural hold

Christendom, with the Middle Ages as a

is fading, why people are not familiar with

whole being a kind of ‘papal revolution’.

the stories and the rituals in the way –

He focuses less on Catholicism in the
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perhaps – that they were.’

To wrap up, I mention to Tom how when

‘Essentially what I would say is that I was

we last met in late 2019 – he said he felt he

a liberal, and I just came to realise that

had reached the kind of Nietzschean point

all my values are mythical. They have no

where he thought today’s liberal values are

objective basis – there’s no objective basis

basically myths, and unfounded myths at

to believe in human dignity or to believe

that. Since then, though, I’ve read of him

in human rights or anything like that, and

giving sermons in Anglican churches, so

if I want to continue to believe in them, I

I’ve been wondering: has he become a

have to make a leap of faith. And if I’m to

churchgoer, and does he pray?

make a leap of faith I might as well hang

‘My mother prays for me, and for all our

for a sheep as a lamb,’ he says.

family and for everyone, and I fear it would

His immersion in the Christian past

be highly remiss of me not to pray for her

writing Dominion and since has changed

in return. So, over the course of this past

him, he admits. ‘I kind of came out of it just

year I have prayed for her. And I do go to

feeling incredibly humbled and ashamed

church, and I go to St Bartholomew the

of the arrogance with which I had viewed

Great,’ he says.

the Christian tradition. How dare I think of

The onetime Augustinian priory in the

myself as being superior? How dare I think

Smithfield area of London is, he say, ‘very

that in the face of these colossal figures,

Anglican, but also very high Catholic so it’s

who basically – I owe them everything!’

a kind of – it contains the Middle Ages and

At this stage, Tom says, he thinks of

the Enlightenment; it’s both Protestant

Christianity as a myth – a profound,

and Catholic; it’s very ancient, it’s very

moving, dramatic, exciting myth, that is

modern; it’s everything that I admire, and

also, as J.R.R. Tolkien put it to C.S. Lewis,

am kind of left in awe about in Christianity,

a ‘true myth’.

so I do go there.’

‘I see it as a true myth,’ he says. ‘I’m

As for belief in God, he still has problems

aware that there are lots of Christians who

– not least around the dinosaurs that have

would see that as a cop out. But I can’t help

been an obsession of his since childhood

it – that’s as far as I’ve got, but it’s further

– but they’re not holding him back.

than I was two years ago.’

Tom Holland’s Dominion:
The Making of the
Western Mind or in the
US Dominion: How the
Christian Revolution
Remade the World is
available in
all good bookshops
across Ireland.
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In Ireland at the moment debates around

lack of general awareness about basic

Catholic education tend to focus on the

Church teaching, might suggest also that

right of the Church to run schools, and

such schools aren’t succeeding in passing

currently on the relationships and sex

on the Faith, let alone communicating a wider

education curriculum. Instead what I’d like

sense of what the Church is. Ultimately then

to talk about today is the broader sense of

the question I really want to kind of ask is, in

Catholic education, and what it is that we

a very, very basic form is: What’s the point,

hope to achieve by running schools.

why do we bother, why do we care about
running schools?

In the nineteenth century it was very obvious
what the Church hoped to achieve in this

Kate: Obviously, because of my involvement

because to a large extent Catholics in Britain,

in the Relationships and Sexuality

Ireland, America and elsewhere tended to be

Education (RSE) piece I’ve given a lot of

very poor, and the Church was determined to

consideration to this question. And as a

provide education for the poor. This is still the

parent of four children, three of whom are

case in the developing world, of course, but

in Catholic schools, it’s a really important

in the developed world, with long-established

question to me personally. I think it’s a

systems of state education in place, this

question of defining Catholic education

would not seem to be an obvious priority.

firstly, and then maybe more obviously
asking ‘Who wants it?’

High lapsation figures among Catholics who

In my experience, we’re actually at very

have attended Catholic schools, or even a

serious risk of getting an answer to the
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second question that might point us in a

Leonard: We see lots of definitions based

direction that is almost impossible to travel,

on definitions of the word ‘Catholic’ and

and I’ll explain that. You have a group of

of the word ‘education’. So you have two

parents for whom Catholic schools aren’t

different tracks there of lots of contested

Catholic enough, and they’ve opted to

definitions. The way that I look at is to see

homeschool. And then you have a group of

the life of the Church as a school of human

parents who send their children to Catholic

formation. And it’s been that way from the

schools for a whole range of different

beginning: ‘Go teach all nations’. Now, the

reasons, and those schools are too Catholic.

ways in which we do that follow a path

And so that’s why defining what Catholic

through history, and we came to a stage

education is is really, really important.

by the end of nineteenth century where

I think the first thing that parents need to

we began to establish what we call schools.

know is that it’s education, and not a parish,

These schools follow different models and

and not a religious congregation, or not any

looking across the Catholic world today,

of those other kinds of entities. So defining

there are different ways of financing and

it for me is the most important thing. And

running and organising schools, but they

then in defining, we can ask the second

all have to have some form of relationship

question in a more meaningful way, but

to this idea of the formational nature of the

until we define it properly we won’t please

Church, the Charter as a formative body.

anyone, basically. And that’s the real risk.

Now, are they part of the Church? Well,
yes and no. They are not a separate box from

So defining it is the key to start with ?

the life of the Church, yet they are clearly
schools offering education, and to me the

Kate: Yeah, but I think also in defining it

key thing is that they are truly Catholic in

to be very real about its limitations. And to

that they offer an education to all: it’s got to

define it in the Irish context is a particularly

be a good, really solid education on Catholic

challenging thing to do at primary level

Christian principles.

in particular because we have so many

If the expectation which some parents

schools. At post-primary, individual trusts

or Church commentators might have is

and charters etc define it in particular ways,

that they are the place where we teach the

but at primary it’s more challenging

faith, and if things like lapsation occur then

There’s no shortage – and Leonard will be

it’s the fault of the schools for not being

more familiar with this from an academic

Catholic enough, then I think that debate’s

point of view – there’s no shortage of

quite sterile. Because the whole question

definitions of Catholic education. The

of faith commitment is much, much more

difficulty is that, for whatever reason,

complex than just attendance at Catholic

they’re not landing, they’re just not landing

schools and having received a particular

in any meaningful way for ordinary parents.

RE curriculum – there’s a lot more factors

They’re not speaking to people in a way that

in there. Now, we’re moving away from

resonates in terms of what they want for

definitions because having overly precise

their own children.

definitions is not really going to bring us too
far down the road we want to go. My view –
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Leonard, then – what kind of definitions of

it’s an emerging view now – is that in light

it do we see?

of the new Directory for Catechesis and lots

of other wee things, if we’re looking at the

States it was said you had to send your

faith formation of children, our focus has

child to a Catholic institution, so that they

to go back to the parents in the parish, to

wouldn’t read from the Protestant Bible. At

parental family catechesis. To look at what

least that was the sort of assumption.

actually goes on in the school is to move in

Today Catholic schools don’t have the

the direction of what do we mean by a good

same sort of approach: it does welcome

scholastic education based on Christian or

everyone. They’re extremely expensive now

Catholic Christian principles?

in the United States. This is the massive
concern. Some of these institutions are

So, what might that look like, Tim? Do you

$70,000 a year to attend – the really fancy

think that’s a fair take?

ones, not the one down the street from me,
but the really fancy ones in New York City

Tim: So, I come from a really different

or major sort of urban areas are very pricey.

context – I’m in the United States. I

And in a lot of ways, it’s not so much the

think one thing that has to be pointed

State forces the school to offer the kind of

out immediately, for most Irish or other

education it offers. Rather, the market does,

European readers, is that United States

and because education is so market-driven.

Catholic education is not connected to

Most of my undergraduates have attended

the State. It’s radically separated from the

Catholic institutions at the secondary level,

State, the curriculum is separate from the

and my fear for them isn’t just their dearth

State. I should say that I never attended a

of religious formation – they actually don’t

Catholic school until university – Catholic

know many things religiously – but my fear

schools where I grew up in the southern

is they’ve actually been inculcated into an

part of the United States were rare, there

assumption that all education and the

are just no institutions. So, you know,

purpose of life is technique. There’s no

there was a whole county of ours without

meaning beyond what’s available in the

a single Catholic school, we would not have

textbook and the purpose or telos of life

gone to a Catholic school at a primary or

is production and consumption. They’ve

secondary level at all, so it was an unusual

been educated into the US context of

phenomenon in the south where I grew up.

consuming and producing, and so they

One of the interesting things I find about

are almost incapable of reading a text in

Catholic education though – and primarily

a mildly contemplative manner, they’re

my experience of it has been working with

suffering from the kind of anxiety that a

dioceses throughout the United States to

social-media context produces so that

think about it – is that really in some ways

they are constantly measuring themselves

different crises gave birth to the schools in

against one another.

the first place. The first crisis, I think it’s

And so in a lot of ways I find the challenge

been pointed out, was in the United States

to Catholic education in the United States

Catholics were receiving no education

is: can we offer something alternative to a

within sort of regular school systems. The

consumer-producer paradigm, and a space

origin of the US Catholic system was the

of contemplative, aesthetic knowing, in the

introduction of religious teaching within

midst of a world where there’s none of that.

the public school curriculum that was

And so this is one of the things I’m trying

viewed as non-Catholic. So in the United

to think through certainly within schools
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in the United States, especially as they

The debate on usefulness isn’t just

try to now situate themselves in a market

about religion, even the debate about

where, you know, where fewer people are

history, where it was downgraded for a

attending Catholic schools at all, and in fact

short while. Some of that has to do with

many of them are closing for this reason

the usefulness of history, and some of the

because they’re very expensive.

dialogue around that was about how useful
is history as a subject to prepare people for

Alan: It’s interesting to hear Tim talking

the workplace. Tim is right: when you start

about qualification of education – it’s

seeing education that way, you’re pulling

something that in terms of public thought in

away the humanity that should be in an

Ireland, increasingly education is training

education system, and the broader view

the workers, it’s preparing the workers of

of the human person. That to me is what

the future. You know, the value of certain

Catholic schools should be a counterweight

things is all understood in the matrix of:

to. Certainly in the Irish context, I think it

how useful would it make this person for

is one of the valuable services we could

the workplace? ‘What does IBEC [the Irish

perform, but it’s also central to what the

Business and Employers’ Confederation ]

Catholic vision of education is, which is

think?’ is basically one of the key questions

the entire human person; it’s not just as

in terms of how policy is framed.

though a Catholic school should be some
kind of religious indoctrination centre, a
Catholic madrasa. That would actually be
an appalling vista, if we were simply trying
to turn them into indoctrination factories,
because it too would narrow the view of
what it is to be human.
I think we have a lot of problems in
Ireland – we’ve no clear idea of what we
want to do with schools. There was a
famous management thinker in the last
century who used to ask people whether
they’d get into a particular business if they
weren’t already in it, and if not, what they
were going to do about it. It’s worth asking
what we’d do if we didn’t own any schools at

We suffer from having dominated things

all, and if the State were to come along and

here, so public debate on education policy

say it’d like to give us 3,000 primary schools

here in Ireland becomes a debate on

to run. What would we say? Why? Would we

Catholic education policy, because we can’t

want any schools at all? If we did, would we

differentiate ourselves from the overall.

really want 3,000? Even if we thought we’d

Because we are 90% of all primary schools,

probably want some, but not that many, the

and a large proportion of secondary schools.

question still becomes what we’d want to

I in my role look after 518 primary schools

run them for?

for four of our bishops, exercising their
roles as patrons.
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The first step the Church needs to decide
is what it is doing with schools. There’s a

massive amount of energy there – we’ve

which, as far as I can see are sometimes

28,000 volunteers running our schools.

not even known, and when they are known

That’s an insane voluntary force. We’ve

they’re not really read, and when they’re

guys like me who are paid to do my job,

read they’re not really reflected upon.

and I’ve a staff of four in my office. There

Now there’s a reason for that because

are twelve people at the CPSMA being paid

teachers, as we know, are under pressure

to support Catholic schools. What’s that all

from lots and lots of different NGOs, from

for? It’s not clear what we want, in terms of

local authorities, from State authorities, and

what we want to get out of education, what’s

when you have documents coming from the

the Church’s goal being involved in all this.

Magisterium or our Bishops Conference,
it’s like thematic arrows coming at you.

Leonard: It’s so different to the Scottish

And it’s really hard to work out the best way

context where since 1980 we’ve had this

ahead so I’ve sympathy for your position,

paradox of the state Catholic school, and

I don’t mean in a condescending way, but

all our Catholic schools are actually not

I can see why you’d would be struck by

just funded, but are part of the State. All

the question of what you do with all these

the teachers are funded by the State, paid

schools. It’s like if we were to go somewhere

by the taxpayer, and the position of the

else we wouldn’t start from here.

Bishops’ Conference really is to ensure
the RE curriculum is approved and the

Kate: I was really struck – Alan – by

approval of teachers for certain posts. So

your comment, and – Leonard – by your

it’s quite different. The number of people

response. Because the irony, of course, is

who work full-time for Catholic education

that, you know, less than ten years ago, the

– one hand is enough to count them who

bishops launched Share The Good News,

are paid by the Bishops Conference – one

the national directory for catechesis, and

hand, and you’ll have some left over as well.

it very clearly states the purpose of Catholic

It’s a very different model. I don’t know if

education, and very clearly states the

it’s better or worse – that’s for other people

purpose of Catholic education in Ireland.

to decide.

So, it’s just, it’s exactly what you’re talking

But one thing is good to think about

about Leonard, it’s just all of these arrows

when you raise the point about not being

and never mind teachers not having time

sure what Catholic schools are for, you’re

to reflect on those arrows, the bishops – as

in good company because if you look back

patrons of their schools, leaders for those

to the Second Vatican Council and read

schools – don’t have time.

Gravissimum Educationis, it’s very, very

I’ll just tell a little story about an

loose in what it says, it’s almost like they’re

encounter I had with another parent

saying ‘we’ve said nothing of education so

on the way into the school my children

far – we’d better find something to do with

previously attended, a Catholic Gaelscoil.

this document or it’ll delay things’. So you’ve

We were both expressing our delight in how

got this – what I call a ‘holding document’

wonderful the school was – oh, it’s a great

– from Vatican II which says things which,

school’ ‘oh, yeah, it’s a great school’. And the

basically, no one would really disagree

lady, who I didn’t even know very well, said,

with, but then you’ve got all these different

‘Yeah it’s great: they get the Irish, it’s mixed,

documents coming out in the last 55 years,

and they get the little bit of religion as well.’
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That was her sum total sense of the school,

not careful.

and actually it wasn’t a bad summary in
fairness to her. So from her perspective,

Alan: There’s an awareness that our schools

that little bit of religion was about that wider

have a range of, let’s say the Catholicism of

question around values, around meaning,

a particular school. It varies greatly within

and probably if we’re being really honest in

the system, and a lot of that comes down to

the primary sector about the sacraments – the individual leadership. within the school.
access to First Eucharist and Confirmation

The problem, as mentioned, is time, and the

through the school.

problem is that principals have no time to

It frustrated me no end, Alan, in the

commit to the project of ethos – they have

Bishops Conference when I worked there

very little reflective space. Staff are very, very

as one of a very small number working

busy – they’ve a huge administrative load.

in education, I think there were two of

People like me have very little time: most

us actually. It frustrated me no end that

of my job is not taken up with questions of

that lack of definition existed at the level

ethos, but is taken up with administrative

that it did, right down to the parent at the

tasks; those are the patrons’ responsibility

schoolyard, and everything in between. So,

under the Education Act.

when I said at the start, you know, this issue
of defining: it’s more probably an issue of

I think that obviously has to be a key part of

refining and providing space to reflect on

the equation which is the Human Resources

and think about a language that makes

side of it, the manpower, whatever you

sense to people. And when you do that,

want to call it. I used to talk in the past

people come on board and they understand

about how there’s a castle in Syria, a huge

and they get us. We’re not very good at

Crusader fortress that was seen as basically

organizing ourselves to do that, particularly

impenetrable, that would never fall. In the end,

in the primary sector.

it fell pretty quickly. And the reason why is

It’s different at post-primary because

that was so big that they couldn’t have

actually for the first time in the State’s

enough men to protect it. It was just huge,

history, Catholic education schools are in

so you needed a huge army to hold it and

the minority in Ireland – at post-primary

once you didn’t have that huge army it fell in

they’re 49% – and that we kind of silently

a matter of weeks. I think about that in the

smile and celebrate that says something too

context of our system.

in terms of the pressure at the at the primary
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level. We say at post-primary, ‘Thank God

One of the things I’m spotting here, for

we’re not there – at least we have space to

instance, and it gets back to the definition

do that defining work and to say this is how

question is that we’ve talked about a Catholic

we’re different. And look you have choices.’

ethos, but I don’t think I’ve ever heard a

We say that to parents in terms of choice. So

Catholic ethos defined in a useful way. And

I think it’s a really complex reality in Ireland

by useful I mean neither a one-line answer,

at primary because – exactly as you’ve

which doesn’t really tell you anything, nor

identified Alan – there’s such pressure in

pages upon pages which can tell you a

terms of numbers. And my concern is that

lot but can be hard to encapsulate, but a

in a typically Irish fashion we could end up

paragraph, the kind of thing that you can say

with an all-or-nothing scenario, if we’re

in 30 seconds or a minute and just roll out

what it was about.

to get that definition in a non-Catholic
school necessarily. It was so striking

The number of times I’ve asked what a

because when we came back to Ireland

Catholic ethos is, and I’ve basically been

and we were looking at analysing mission

told, ‘well it’s an ethos that’s Catholic’. You

and vision statements and they were very

know, I think, well, most people don’t know

general, to say the least: you could have

what an ethos is, and as we’ve already

found them anywhere. It was really striking.

mentioned, the definition of ‘Catholic’ can

I think context is king here, and Tim, you

get a bit tricky as well. I think Kate kind of

probably have a sense of that as well from

puts her finger on an important point that

both realities.

when you talk about ‘the little bit of religion’.
One of the things that I think probably has to

Tim: I think that’s right, I think the mention

be defining at a Catholic school, is that it’s

of Jesus is a key thing. There’s a brilliant

not just a little bit of religion it’s somehow

essay about university mission statements

this whole thing that has to permeate the

by the Jesuit theologian, Fr Michael

whole process, not the extent where, as you

Buckley, who analysed the array of mission

say it’s parroting or anything like that. So how

statements. Fr Michael Buckley was no

do we kind of define this in a very simple way,

sort of sectarian, but noted that when he

just so parents can understand what it is that

looked at them, there was nothing about

makes this school different to that school,

them that made them anything different

what is it that makes a Catholic school’s

than like Stanford, right. Even the idea that

ethos different from another school’s ethos.

we care for the whole person, right, no one

Every school is going to talk about how they

in Stanford says like ‘well I hope your social

value the individual, they value all children,

and emotional life is terrible, we don’t care

they look for all children to be able to flourish

about its flourishing’, and he noted that it

to the best of their abilities, and they’ll talk

really is sort of Jesus Christ, the Logos, the

about academic excellence too if they can.

Word made flesh, that makes the difference.

So what do we say about the Catholic ethos

There’s a unity of knowledge that’s

that singles it out as different?

possible because we profess that it’s the
Word – the Logos – who became flesh, so

Kate: I was really struck by something I saw

at the centre then isn’t just a devotional

in Boston, I think it was – Tim, you may

life, but an intellectual life infused with a

know this school, it was connected to the

person who is love itself, but a person who

Notre Dame Alliance for Catholic Education

has also created and ordered the world. In

[ACE] work. We were brought to the school

the chemistry context, for example, there

as an example of a school that defined its

should be a delight and wonder at the

ethos. I was in one of the first groups that

order of existence as gift, so it’s not just a

went over to Notre Dame in the early days

matter of technique where we’re reducing

of the ACE Ireland work. And basically, you

chemistry, as in Alan’s point earlier, to

go into the school in Boston, and on the wall

what’s a job, or, even worse, what I need to

is a plaque, saying Jesus is the reason for

perform in order to get to university to get

the existence of the school, he is there in

to a job right, and in some ways it’s even

the faculty, and all of the various different

further removed from that.

ways Jesus is present... You’re not going

I think there is a need to speak about
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the specificity of Jesus. This is, I know,

domains from a Catholic anthropological

very controversial in Europe in a way that

viewpoint. This is the journey which I think

it isn’t in the United States because we

that in the US they’re maybe a wee bit

are this great sort of secretly evangelical

further along than in the European context

place so we’re allowed to sort of use Jesus

or rather the Anglo-speaking context here –

in public in ways that others are not, but

on the continent it’s a different thing totally

at the same time I think as secularisation – but we need to consider in a rich way just
increases everywhere, there becomes more

what the curriculum of Catholic schools is

of an opportunity for that particularity, and

meant to be like. Because we are on a state

speaking out of one’s particular perspective

system in Scotland we tend to have the

especially as people forget. I don’t think

same curriculum across all schools with a

Ireland is there yet, but in twenty years I

different curriculum in religious education

suspect that it will be much more open to – that’s quite different, but the rest of the
having those conversations.

curriculum would be uniform. Is that the
way we want to go? Not really, but we’ve

Leonard: I think the word ‘ethos’ is an

got to have an idea of where we want to be

interesting one. One of my colleagues, who

there if we’re to work out and to plan the

doesn’t teach Catholic education often says

steps towards where we want to be in a year,

‘Catholic ethos? Good idea. Where can I

two years, three years, four years, whatever,

buy it?’

ten years time, as a church community. So

It’s back to this idea – I’m wary of over- there’s lots to think about here. I think it’s
sloganising – I like the phrase ‘a Catholic

exciting!

culture’, as a whole way of approaching life,
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and knowledge, and the human person.

Kate: When you get into the nitty-gritty

It’s got to come through in the curriculum,

in an Irish context, and that sense of the

but also I would say in the actual life of

influence the State has had over the last two

the school, with particular indicators as

decades in particular, including the growing

a Catholic school. A good example – or a

influence of primary and post-primary in

great example – of Catholic Social Teaching

areas like curriculum and inspection and

would be the way the staff are treated, for

evaluation and assessment, it becomes very,

example, in the catering, say, in the staff

very difficult then, because the State is very

contracts, how clean the school is, how well

keen that all of the schools would have a

ordered it is. Schools get dirty, we know that,

sameness in those areas.

but all these things to give a sense of order

There can be a view at the level of the State,

and respect for creation in the classroom,

say, that ethos can be expressed through

in the corridors, in the bathrooms, in the

religious education, and you can say your

catering, all these things are not ancillary

prayers if you must, if you absolutely

to the Catholic culture but are central to

must, but we’d rather you stayed out of

it, ensuring that the curriculum for the

that broader understanding of Catholic

children, what the children are encouraged

education having an impact on a whole

to learn, is part of this unity.

range of other curricular areas. There’s

Of course there’s no such thing as

two reasons for that. Firstly, because it’s

Catholic maths or Catholic science, we know

more difficult to manage from a State point

that, but there is a way of approaching these

of view, and secondly because there are so

many primary schools that are Catholic.

prayers, when there’s a fundamental

I was in a meeting once where I had the

anthropology, an understanding of what

audacity to suggest that in a Catholic school

it is to be human, that’s built into that.

the Catholic ethos or culture impacts

If anything, actually, there’s probably

on every subject area, and in terms of

a good dose of Pelagianism taken into

inspection due recognition should be given

modern secular culture that we actually

to that reality. Well, it was if somebody

could be kicking back against. But that

had set off a nuclear bomb in the middle

understanding what it is to be human,

of that space because they just couldn’t

certainly as Kate says, can imbue subjects

countenance it, that that would be the case.

with meaning. Like history taught with

So there’s huge, huge challenges at primary

that view of humanity is a very different

for that reason.

subject from one that doesn’t have it, but

What’s interesting at post-primary is

how to communicate that... ?

that the State has started – through the

That also raises how the school operates.

education and training boards, which are

So like training boards, I would say to them,

state entities obviously, they’ve come late to

if all there is to ethos is religious instruction,

the game around ethos, and they’re doing a
huge amount of catch-up work, which will
be in my view massively beneficial to us in
the Catholic sector. They’re doing a huge
amount of work on defining ethos: ethos
in the context of school inspection, in the
context of homeschool evaluation, and in
the context of school self-evaluation. I think
it’s going to be really interesting to watch
that space, because if it’s good enough for
the ETBs to be doing it, I think it’s good
enough for us to be doing it as well, as part
of an inspection regime.
Alan: Just taking Leonard’s point about
Catholic culture, it can be a good thing

and pictures on the walls and prayers, then

Leonard (top left), Kate

to talk about Catholic culture rather than

really there’s no point. I generally tell two

(top right), Alan (bottom

Catholic ethos and to ask what does it mean.

stories about this.

left), and Tim (bottom
right), joined Greg

Yes, the chemistry is the same, the physics

A principal rang me one time – she had

(centre) on Zoom for this

is the same – there’s no Catholic physics

a teacher who was an alcoholic, basically,

discussion on Catholic

– but the sense of physics taking place in

who turned up drunk, and asked what

an ordered universe where Jesus as Logos

should she do. So I went through all the

provides the reasoning is a slightly different

formal advice: there are the occupational

perspective on those fruits, than simply a

health specialists, there are the disciplinary

more mechanical explanation.

procedures, all of that. I talked her all

We are in danger, sometimes, of allowing

through it, and she goes, ‘That’s great, I

Catholic ethos to become just ‘religious

think I have all that. Now, how do I apply

instruction’ – sacraments, pictures, and

mercy? It’s a Catholic school, so how do I

education.
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apply mercy?’ It was a brilliant question,

of culture? That’s written about very little,

to which I didn’t exactly have an off-the- and those two principals stood out as
shelf answer. She was utterly sincere, she

exceptions.

wanted advice on how to apply mercy to the

They need more guidance on it, that’s

teacher, because this was a Catholic school

the other thing, and they need fellas like

therefore mercy must be applied. Fabulous,

me actually providing guidance on that.

I thought – what a brilliant woman.

We all need more time. The big problem is

Similarly, another principal was dealing

time, genuinely. The Church right now is

with a pupil who had been suspended a

like Atlas holding up the Earth. It has this

number of times for assaults on other pupils,

massive administrative load, keeping the

and this kind of thing. It was getting to the

whole system up in the air. And it’s stopping

point where, really, parents were starting

us doing the valuable work.

to complain and staff were complaining. It
was going to get to a point where the school

Alan and Leonard have both brought up

could possible face an action from staff and

how there’s no such thing as Catholic

pupils for negligence in some form. I was

science and as such, but there is a Catholic

advising on this and said we may have to

way of approaching it, to varying degrees

look at expulsion. And he goes, ‘Okay I hear

of explicitness or whatever. In this second

what you’re saying, but I’m going to tell

issue of Leaven, we have an interview of with

you now: I’m not going to do it. All of his

Kenneth Miller, who’s a cell biologist based

brothers are in prison. Every one of them.

in Brown University, who says we should

He’s the youngest. If I expel him, that’s it,

be teaching that students – Catholics –

he’ll go down the same route. So I’m not

have a duty to get science right. Engaging

going to do that, because I’m not going to

with science properly as Catholics means

stand before God on the last day and say

recognising that truth can’t deny truth, so we

I did that. I hear what you’re saying, but

should be taking this on board and almost

I’m actually going to find a different way

leading with it as one of our core values. And

to do this.’

I can see how a similar approach could be

They’re the stories I tell, and I got one

done with history and stuff like that, that

guy who put up his arm, and said, ‘We can

makes sense to me, and we could bring

all point towards procedures in terms of

Catholic Social Teaching on board when

governance, but where’s the procedure

we’re talking about economics.

for this kind of thing?’ ‘Okay, there’s no
procedure,’ I said, but I actually had an altar

What I’ve wondered, and this was for you,

set up with the book of the Gospels open

Tim, because you’re at Notre Dame, which

on the altar. ‘There’s no procedure, but

is probably the leading Catholic university

we have been left a guide book.’ Now, that

in America –

sounds a bit facetious, but as Leonard says,
like that question of like environmental

Tim: We at least think so.

responsibility, unless the school’s taking
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the ‘custodian of the Earth’ thing seriously

Well, naturally! So, how do you kind of

as part of Catholic culture – is how staff

communicate this and do you ever get a

are dealt with and interact with each other.

sense from your students when they come

Is that talked about in the Catholic prism

in – even if they don’t know the Faith as

you might wish – that they have a sense of

Mendel was a priest, or that the Big Bang

applying across other subjects, that it’s not

was conceived by a priest. So sometimes

something to be put into a box as a discrete

it’s literally letting them know that there

subject but something that should infuse

isn’t a conflict.

their whole view?

In the case of literature, it’s initiating
them into a world in which religion is part

Tim: I suspect they don’t think like that, and

of this literature, and across really every

even at Notre Dame where I think I’m proud

discipline. I think we can all do better, and

of what we do. I’m not sure they always

I think the way to do this – we’ve been

think like that. Part of the problem is the

thinking about this a lot as an institute – is

way that academic formation occurs for

how do we take young faculty who aren’t

academics. If you’re, you know, a top-notch

Catholic, and help give them a formation

person in literature, you’re going to go

and education and training that enables

study in California at UCLA or UC Berkeley

them to do this in classrooms? I think this

and you will never be introduced this idea

has to happen at the university level, the

that literature is – in fact, you actually might

secondary level in particular, and even

have been beaten out of you – that literature

the primary level – across every level to

is for delight and joy, you’ll be initiated to

give them a sort of acceptable religious

deconstruct a text. You might never receive

understanding in the classroom.

sort of the religious background, and I have
a musicologist friend who’s friends with

Kate: I’ve been doing a lot of work with

other musicologists and as they’re studying

CEIST where I work now on training for

like someone like you know Guillaume du

teachers in middle-leadership programmes

Fay or something like that, they say ‘You

on Catholic ethos, and looking at Catholic

don’t really think he believed, do you?’ And

ethos, so something a little bit similar to

her response is, ‘Yes indeed, I do.’ ‘Oh, how

what you were talking about, Tim, but

– how cute.’

probably not as involved. One of the things

And so what we have I think – and this is

that strikes me around the complexity of the

another place I think the Catholic school

role of leader in a Catholic school, around

fits in within an ecology – is a sort of

the time pressures – and I think it applies

recognition that religious desire, knowing

too, Alan, to what you’re talking about, for

is a part of every dimension of our knowing,

people like you or me or anyone else in

and that knowing these things are good. In

the kinds of roles we hold – is that human

science, I think most of our students for

beings operate best, particularly in decision

example, have little awareness – they’ve

making and Freud spoke to this and more

been initiated to assume that there’s some

recently in the States this was studied as

grand conflict between science and religion.

well, by the neuropsychiatrist Eric Kandel,

They’ve been mostly initiated through

when we’re called to make decisions in

terrible people like Richard Dawkins,

complex contexts, we do best actually at a

who sort of only half understands either

subconscious or an unconscious level. So

philosophy of science or religion, right,

how do you form that kind of decision-

so he doesn’t have deep understanding,

making, if decision-making happens

and they come in with this assumption,

subconsciously or unconsciously?

and have no idea for example that Gregor

So the principal who asked you the
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question, ‘what about mercy?’ That was

I would be suggesting really strongly is that

coming from a very deep space within

human beings need to have something

her and that’s a really deep and profound

to hold on to, particularly in difficult

question. So how would you get a person to

decision-making.

the point where they’re asking those kinds

It’s funny, I had a very similar experience,

of questions? For me it points to the kind

years and years ago when I worked with the

of thing you were talking about there at

Edmund Rice Schools Trust and we were

the very start, Leonard, in terms of all of

presenting on ethos to principals. We were

those arrows and where do they converge

talking about the quality of mercy, and

or where do they all meet.

I was giving a similar kind of example to

In work I’m doing at the moment with

the one that you gave, Alan, in terms of a

CEIST, we’re looking at trying to refine an

student I taught. And one of the principals’

answer to the question you asked, Greg, in

responses was ‘Good God, Kate – if we took
that approach we’d be crucified!’ To which
I said, ‘Well there is a precedent.’
How come some principals have that
capacity to ask that question and some
don’t? And it is a formation question as
you say, Tim; ultimately, an endpoint in
our experience in CEIST has to be the
presentation of an idea that we can hold
on to. Now, what strikes me as really
interesting in that is that when CEIST
was formed, the single unifying idea that
I think the five religious congregations
that founded CEIST in their 28-page
charter document centred on is that
CEIST is committed to honouring its

A statue of Mary stands

terms of if you could summarise this in a

heritage, ‘promoting inclusion, hospitality,

atop the golden dome of

paragraph for people in a way that spoke to

excellence and compassion in a teaching

their hearts, that spoke to their minds, and

and learning environment inspired by

spoke to their sense of values and mission

the Gospel and by the unique wisdom of

– outside of the religious piece but just as

its respective Founders, with a view to

human beings – what would that paragraph

protecting the most vulnerable in society,

contain? What would that simple single

and empowering people to become

unifying idea be that could speak to that

agents of change.’ I mean that for me is a

decision-making process that happens at

paragraph. I’d simplify it further, I have to

the unconscious?

say, but just to your point, Leonard, when

the Notre Dame University
Administration Building in
Notre Dame, Indiana.

That’s really, really challenging to

you’ve had all of these definitions in the

do, actually. And it seems to me you

last 50-60 years, and none of them are

fundamentally have to speak to that

landing, surely that’s the challenge.

anthropology of the person. I’m not
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suggesting that this is simple and I’m not

Leonard: It is Kate. That’s a very, very

suggesting a simplistic approach, but what

important point for us to ponder. Like

you I was struck by Alan’s example of the

particular congregation function in that

teacher, and the quality of mercy. And as

charism when there are few or maybe no

he was speaking, I was thinking how do we

community members left actively teaching?

encourage more people to think that way?

How can that thought be transferred to the

Can we do that? The phrase that came to

wider Catholic community?

mind was ‘sentire cum ecclesia’ – to ‘think

I like the idea of this, this kind of

with the Church’, to see ourselves as part

paragraph mission statement, and I

of a Church community which transcends

think it’s something we all have to get our

the present, the past, the future etc. And

heads round.

what does that mean in practice, this idea
of the community of teachers, the craft and

In the last issue of Leaven we interviewed

wisdom of working with excellent teachers, Julianne Stanz, a lady from Carlow who
also learning from the educators in our

now works on evangelisation in Green Bay,

tradition?

Wisconsin, and she was talking about the

We sometimes forget there’s a great

kerygma, that Greek word which means

tradition of Catholic education from post- the absolute core of what we believe. It
French-Revolutionary times and from

strikes me that if we start from the basic

around the time of the Reformation. I worry

point that we’re called to believe that we’re

a little about our younger teachers, because

all deliberately created, all brought into

of the nature of professional programmes

existence intentionally through God’s love

and universities, and not getting sufficient

and all bearing the image of God, this should

time to even open those books, open those

transfer itself into how we treat students,

ideas – there’s so much that can be used

causing us to see every individual as

and refreshed to let them see that we’re not

someone to be cherished, as Christ himself

just adding on religious doctrine, or posters

if you like.

on the wall, but the actual ingredients are
coming from the Church.

Obviously there have been huge and

Now, to take that into a nice, neat

disgraceful historical failures in this regard

paragraph would take some time, but we

where this clearly wasn’t internalised, where

certainly have to help people see the great

we failed to live up to the most basic of our

traditions we have inherited, Jean-Baptiste

beliefs, but nowadays I wonder if we make it

de la Salle, for example, wonderful stuff

hard to internalise by going for phrases like

there, the Jesuits, the Christian Brothers, ‘Gospel values’, which can easily be used as
lots of things – we can borrow from many

a synonym for generic respectable social

traditions. And even those schools, maybe

values, rather than – as you said earlier, Kate

that have lost their religious charism in a – ‘inspired by the Gospel’.
personnel sense, but that still hold on to
their charism even if no members of the

Kate: One of the things that struck me in

congregation are actively teaching. There’s

listening to people here is that there’s this

a whole tradition of life, of education.

tension between what has been Catholic

I’ve got a student just now, a PhD

education, what is Catholic education, and

student who’s just started a part-time

what Catholic education needs to be. And,

doctorate, and that’s his topic: how do

you know, whatever about the quality of the

communities and schools formed from a

document on education from the Second
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Vatican Council, what’s clear to me is the

do, of course. If you were very, very cynical,

quality of thinking there in terms of the role

you’d say, ‘Why wouldn’t they be happy for

of community and community discernment

us to do that, because it’s distracting us

– Pope Francis is obviously very strong on

from the really, really substantial work we

this – and the presence of the Holy Spirit

should be doing?’

within Christian communities, with that
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spirit inspiring people to look at that

Alan: I’d like to attach my comments to

question of what was, what is, and what

everything Kate just said there. There’s

must be into the future.

a professor of theology who also helps to

And I wouldn’t like to suggest that it

prepare teachers for primary schools as

would be us that would be the ones who

well, who’s made the point that a lot of the

would come up with a paragraph, although

time we’re proposing answers to people

that possibly is what I was suggesting, but

who haven’t even asked the question,. We’re

really it can’t just be us, it has to be us in

at the stage where we’re still trying to excite

partnership with the individuals with

wonder, even around simple fundamental

whom we work. I know the Notre Dame

questions like ‘what it is to be human, what

school culture program does this – in

does it mean?’

many of the CEIST schools where we’re

Our culture doesn’t really allow people

working, they’re running the Notre Dame

time to reflect or encourage that kind of

school culture programme, and it’s a really

reflection, and his view is that at this stage

rich process for schools to arrive at that

Catholic education in Ireland needs to

paragraph themselves, and not to arrive,

adjust itself slightly more to try to provoke

as you say, Greg, in my kind of superficial

the question, before we get around to trying

‘well, inclusion is important and respect is

to propose the answer. I think he has a

important and care is important’, but ‘what

point – we’re too heavy on proposing the

are the actual root beliefs that underpin

answers, and we forget in fact that a lot of

those values?’ That’s where we really need

times ,we’re talking to people who haven’t

to go to, and that’s not an easy process, and

even asked themselves the question.

it’s not a process that people can do easily.

I think in terms of Catholic education,

The challenge of post-primary is clear.

Catholic culture is huge. There’s a

If we don’t do that, then we’ll continue to

visual artistic importance there, there’s

have the kind of quality of engagement

an inheritance, there’s poetry, there’s

where it’s all very general. It’s all very nice

philosophy. It’s one thing that the Church

and pleasant, and no one would object

is missing a trick on: there’s massive

to it, but it’s really extremely light on any

philosophical inheritance there that is

kind of depth of thinking relating to the

ready-made to help bring students along

person of Jesus Christ, to the Church, to

to the point where they least ask questions.

the sacraments, to prayer. It’s lacking in

Philosophy has that capacity, but we

all of those areas, so we have to go there,

ignore it, and I think in terms of a Catholic

though this is really, really difficult in the

education it’s important to understand a

context that Alan outlined and in terms of

broad view of what exactly constitutes that

being time-poor, with so many demands,

culture that Leonard was talking about.

particularly in terms of administration

There’s other stuff there – the richness

which the department is very happy for us to

of Catholic culture or history in terms of

art, literature, and everything else is there

so I think one of our tasks – to Alan’s point

as well – and that richness needs to be – is that everyone in the Catholic school
brought through, because it gives us a far

community needs an intellectual, moral

deeper and interesting kind of landscape.

and religious conversion as Lonergan
refers to it. That’s our task. And so to ask

Leonard: We’re into the realms of

the questions like, ‘Is this congruent? Does

promoting truth, beauty, and goodness,

this make sense to be supported in that

here, as transcendentals – as ways into the

vocation?’

Gospel – and if we can arouse truth, beauty,

You know, as a professor, I have to admit

and goodness in our students, almost like

I was a terrible early professor. I secretly

a pre-evangelisation phase. At a very, very

loved failing students, I mean, there was

practical note, when we have feast days

a perverse sensibility, but I felt like they

in Catholic schools, they may go to Mass

deserved it. And I joyfully sort of bestowed

etc., but would they know it’s a feast day

it. It is cathartic after a semester with

from the food served in the school canteen?

them sometimes! And yet, I think my own

Would there be something they’d serve at

conversion has taken place, so am I being

dinner or lunch that’d say it’s a special day,

supported to ask the questions about how

something a wee bit different, because

I react, how I grade, how I think? If I don’t

it’s a feast day, and the word ‘feast’ comes

have those spaces we shouldn’t suddenly

from that.

imagine that the profession that we’re
created in the image and likeness of God

Tim: Just wanting to return to your

is going to influence my teaching. It has

point about schools that might not have

to be given space to do that for me to deal

believed in something and then didn’t

with my own biases – my own sin, actually

do something – I think this is always a

that’s the word that Lonergan even uses –

challenge for human communities. Bias

my own sin.

is what the philosopher Bernard Lonergan
talked about – bias does not allow us to

And that seems a suitably humble and self-

ask the questions, to see the discord in

aware note for us to end on. Thank you all

our midst, to see what is dissonant. And

very much.
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Round Table
Catholic Social Teaching
Leaven Magazine Volume 1 Issue 1
03 ~ Hearing God in the Silence and Darkness
The novels of Shūsaku Endō present a vision of divine hope amongst
human failure, writes Niamh White. While human suffering and failure
lie form the landscape of the Japanese author’s writings, Endō makes
clear that divine hope lies amidst the swamps and darknesses of apparent
disaster and even apostasy. His novels, Niamh writes, show the capacity of
the frail and weak to return to Christ after abandoning him, and of those
who had fallen to recognise God in suffering and failure.

04 ~ Interview: Heavens that tell the Glory of God
The so-called ‘Vatican Astronomer’ Bro. Guy Consolmagno tells Leaven
about how the Vatican Observatory is a concrete example of the Church’s
commitment to science, his own path to working there, and the value of the
observatory’s work. Encouraged by changes in the fields of astronomy and
planetary sciences over recent decades, he reflects on the dangers of thinking one has all the answers – whether in science or religion – and looks to
how divisions between scientific and religious worldviews can be bridged.

05 ~ Not by Bread Alone
Listings for April Mass readings are accompanied by Fr Columba McCann’s
reflections on the readings for the Second Sunday of Easter. The Glenstal
monk describes this resurrection gospel as being like a magnificent painting, glowing with allusions to creation, and highlighting Christ’s ability
to step into our doubts, healing even the darkest of situations. Writing
of how unthinkable the Resurrection would have been for the very first
Christians, he observes that the slow transformation embracing the reality
of Christ’s resurrection can bring about in our lives.

01 ~ From the Editor
Greg Daly reflects on the fifteen-month path to creating the first issue
of Leaven, explaining how important it was to be confronted with hard
questions and what we hope to achieve by creating a distinctively Irish
and outward-looking religious magazine, as catholic – small c – in its
contents as it is Catholic – big C – in its vision. Crucial to this, he says,
is helping to build up new and fresh Catholic voices who can invigorate
Irish Christianity and contribute to Irish life more generally.

02 ~ Interview: A Revolutionary Myth
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06 ~ 1916: Revisited
Five years on since Ireland commemorated the centenary of the Easter
Rising, Greg Daly considers the ongoing failure of religion’s role in the
Irish revolution to gain a foothold in our public narratives. Pondering the
suppression of religious faith from Ireland’s current nationalist hagiographies, he notes how the Easter Proclamation has an exalted place in
our modern understanding of the Irish revolution, despite it seemingly
mattering far less to the ordinary men and women of the revolutionary
period than their religious faith and practice.

Having recently begun work on his third popular history of ancient Rome,

07 ~ Putting Evil in Proportion

Tom Holland tells Leaven of the brutality and cruelty of Roman life, and

An ancient fresco in a Roman church run by Irish Dominicans features a

how it took a slow Christian revolution to transform the west. Pointing to

remarkable depiction of Christ in Hell on Holy Saturday, writes Sr Carino

how the likes of feminism and the civil rights movement were rooted in

Hodder, who notes the smallness and pettiness of the Devil in the image,

Christian concepts, he argues that religious illiteracy is becoming a threat

one that stands in stark contrasts to later depictions of Hell where extensive

to western civilization, with today’s cultural conflicts typically being clashes

infernal landscapes are dominated by monstrous demons and gigantic

between Christian values that have lost their moorings, and says where

renderings of Satan. Reflecting on these images, she contends, can help

values are involved, leaps of faith can be necessary.

us immensely in how we understand evil and the saving power of Christ.
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08 ~ The Sword of the Spirit

14 ~ Interview: Shoots Grown from Roots

Pentecost is a Christian feast that’s too often absent from how we look

Carlow’s Julianne Stanz, now Director of Parish Life and Evangelisation

at the Church year, with precious little presence in wider society, but in

at the US diocese of Green Bay, tells Leaven how recognising God’s move-

the Middle Ages its centrality was clear, Rachel Sherlock says, with its

ment in our lives is key to Christian mission, and describes how focusing

importance enshrined in the stories of King Arthur, whose knights swore

on the absolute essence of Christianity offers the best and truest way to

a Pentecostal oath and whose story shows how a Pentecostal commu-

sharing the Faith. Advising parishes to focus on what they can do and

nity can be built but cannot transform sinful natures into loving ones

what bears fruit, she points to an emphasis on relationships – with God

without the grace of the Spirit, while testifying to the possibility of such

and with each other within communities – as vital if parish renewal is

transformations.

to succeed.

09 ~ Parlour Games in the Jury Room

15 ~ Mercy’s Appalling Strangeness

Bored on jury service some years ago, Maolsheachlann Ó Ceallaigh was

In a time of doubt, with Christian assumptions less and less consciously

delighted to find himself playing Hangman with his fellow jurors, only to

part of our mental worldviews, it seems that films based on the novels

wonder why we seem less and less reliant nowadays on our own reserves

of Graham Greene are especially challenging to make. And yet, Ronan

of stories, games, poems, and songs to entertain ourselves, preferring

Doheny suspects, films based on those tortured, anxious, hopeful novels

to consume ready-made entertainment from others than to trust in our

may be just what the world needs nowadays, with several classic films

own stores of memory and creativity.

already existing as conduits to Greene’s doubting vision, his insights into
humanity, and his uncomfortable reminders that even if we give up on

10 ~ Not by Bread Alone
Listings for May Mass readings are accompanied by Sr Eleanor Campion’s reflections on Ascension Day. The Glencairn Abbey Cistercian

God, God does not give up on us.

16 ~ Review: Peering into our Pagan Past

sister ponders how the Ascension was grappled with and recorded by

Devotees of ancient Ireland can rave about the spirituality of our pagan

early Christians, struggling as they were to convey the reality they had

ancestors, but as Fr Conor McDonough points out, almost everything we

witnessed and experienced, with St Paul especially bringing home how

know or think we know about what our pre-Christian forebears thought

Christians are not simply followers of Christ, let alone people who adhere

is visible to us only through a profoundly Christian lens. A new study of

to the teachings of a historical figure, but are in fact Christ’s body here

salvation and history in medieval Irish writers, however, takes Christian-

on earth.

ity seriously and pays the Irish of the Middle Ages the courtesy of serious
engagement, rather than seeing them simply as steps to an imagined past.

11 ~ Round Table: Catholic Social Teaching
CST, the extensive body of Church doctrine that deals with how society

17 ~ Running on Vibes in the Caucasus

can be better ordered for the good of individual human beings and the

It was a shock to Philadelphian Clare Coffey to move to the edge of Europe

good of humanity as a whole, speaks to everything from the economy and

only to discover just how much Georgians loved their cars, but living in

the environment to workers’ rights and migration. Despite this, it remains

the Caucasus also saw her experiencing a way of life where horses are

something widely misunderstood if people are aware of it at all. Editor

working companions for working people. Learning to ride proved a

Greg Daly speaks to five thinkers on the subject – economist Tony Annett,

revelation, a way of moving that’s personal and grounded in the moments

theologians Kevin Hargaden and Theodora Hawskley, apologist Mark Shea,

we live in, an antidote to a disassociated world.

and Dominican priest Fr Pat Desmond – to explore where CST comes
from, what it offers the world, and how it might become better known.

12 ~ Against Political Fashions
Attitudes to immigration have shifted over recent years among Catholics
on the political right, Ben Conroy observes, arguing that the issues at work
in the debate haven’t significantly changed, or at least haven’t changed
in ways that should dismay Catholics. Instead what have shifted, he says,
are the winds of political fashion. Tribalism and desires for novelty can
hugely influence how we react to the trends and cues of the political
moment, distracting us from the enduring values by which we’re called
to navigate our world.

13 ~ Liturgical Living
Unless all our days blend into one as they so easily can in these pandemic
times, we tend to live our days liturgically, paying homage through the
year to what matters most in our lives whether. Maria Connolly maps out
ways in which the Easter season and the Marian month can be embraced
in our home lives, and admits to some ways they probably shouldn’t!
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03 ~ Spooky signposts for a broken world
Death and the eternal lie at the heart of detective fiction, writes Rachel
Sherlock. Although leading practitioners of the form have argued that
the supernatural needs to be excluded from the logical puzzles of
murder mysteries, it’s the genre’s nature to point to the Last Things,
and especially to death and judgement. It shouldn’t surprise us, then, that
some fine examples of the field have drawn back the curtains between
this world and the afterlife.

04 ~ Fighting fire with fiction
St John Henry Newman believed leads given by literature and the popular
arts are ignored at the Church’s peril, writes Fr Bernard Healy. The first
canonised novelist dealt in Loss and Gain and Callista with questions
of conversion and also raised concerns about the dangers of religious
complacency, the differences between sincere criticism and sectarian
bigotry, and how the Church can be influenced by the societies in which
it lives.

05 ~ Not by bread alone – June
Fr Columba McCann focuses in the readings for Corpus Christi to show
the close relationship in our Scriptures between the blood of sacrifice
and God’s covenants with man. He shows how the story of the Exodus
provides a key to our understanding of the Mass and helps us see just
what it is that we experience when we come together to worship God
in the Eucharist.

01 ~ From the Editor

A convert, a leading Scripture scholar, and the first woman to head

Greg Daly reflects on words of caution about the importance of being a

Maynooth’s Faculty of Theology, Jessie Rogers thinks a challenge for

leaven of the Kingdom rather than a leaven of the Pharisees or of Herod,

the Church in Ireland is that even people of deep faith can find it hard

and describes steps underway to ensure that Leaven is an accountable

to articulate what it is they believe. Following the classic description

and transparent organisation. As the Church in Ireland moves onto a

of theology as ‘faith seeking understanding’, she speaks of a need to

synodal path the challenge to be a positive leaven, avoiding the self-

develop a mature language of faith, and for theology to be conducted

righteous and arrogant tendencies of other leavens, will be something

on the margins of society.

we all need to watch out for.

02 ~ Interview - Evolving ideas: Darwin’s God

07 ~ Enchantments of the ordinary
Throughout the last year of his father’s life, Maolsheachlann Ó

Prof. Kenneth Miller is one of the world’s top cellular biologists, a

Ceallaigh watched every episode of the TV sitcom Frasier with him

practicing Catholic, and a man who Richard Dawkins has described

several times. Far from seeing this as time wasted, or a somehow empty

as ‘the most persuasive nemesis of “intelligent design”’. Prof. Miller

shared experience, Maolsheachlann argues that it was a celebration of

describes his work, his path back to faith in early adulthood, how

ordinary life, and that sitcoms can be truly magical immersions in the

Catholicism affirms the importance of science, and argues that it’s

ordinariness of the lives we have in common, and the simple dignity

entirely plausible that we have evolved as physical beings to reason

of the individual.

and have free will.
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06 ~ Interview – Grown-up words for a
grown-up faith
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08 ~ Sifting for gold in Greece and Rome
Far from rejecting the pagan culture that surrounded them, the

15 ~ Not by bread alone – July
Taking time out from the tyranny of our everyday pressures is something

Christians of Antiquity had a sophisticated approach to it, writes Fr

the Bible recognises as especially important, writes Sr Eleanor Campion.

Conor McDonough. Although there was much in it that struck them as

Genesis’ emphasis on the Sabbath is an obvious example of this, and

cruel and immoral, they engaged with it as sincerely, thoughtfully, and

Jesus himself urges his followers to come away to a lonely place and rest.

creatively as they could, engaging in what might now be termed cultural

This can be frightening – we can fear being alone with God – but it is only

appropriation rather than rejecting the surrounding culture wholesale.

through resting in God’s silence that we allow his seeds to grow within us.

09 ~ Liturgical living
There’s nothing ‘ordinary’ about the Church’s Ordinary Time, writes

16 ~ Interview – A time for every matter
under Heaven

Maria Connolly, who notes how the Church’s calendar is jam-packed with

Despite its name, Francis Spufford’s 2012 book Unapologetic has fair

days celebrating all manner of saints through June and July, modelling

claim to be described as the best popular apologetic in decades; now,

all manner of paths to sanctity. Familiarising ourselves with those who

with his second novel, Light Perpetual, the Anglican writer explores

have run the race before us is a useful way of working with the Church’s

the nature of time, the sense that there is more to reality than easily

calendar, and something that can be fun for those of us with children.

meets the eye, and the value and potential in all of our lives. He talks

10 ~ Round Table – Catholic schools: what’s
the point?
Catholic schools are an ubiquitous part of Ireland’s social, religious,
and educational landscape, and are a constant subject of controversy

to Leaven about C.S. Lewis, forgiveness, attention as love, and the
surprising beauty of repetition.

17 ~ Public projects and the common good
As a civil engineer, Phoebe Watson finds it’s something of an occupational

nowadays, with some contesting whether dioceses and parishes should

hazard to be told of unusual obstacles to public projects, but a tale

be allowed run the schools they own, and heated debate being common

of obstructive otters struck her as something that needed further

around relationships and sexual education programmes. But what does

investigation. In truth, she says, if we know where to look we’ll regularly

the Church hope to achieve by running schools? In societies where the

find projects are carefully considered in advance, but even then it falls

State provides for education, what are Catholic schools for? Greg Daly

to us to consider infrastructural work with an eye to how the common

speaks to four experts in the area from Ireland and abroad, to explore

good is best served.

what it is that a Catholic education should offer.

11 ~ The best possible world?

18 ~ Silver hairs on the silver screen
Ours is a throwaway society, where old age is too easily denigrated and

The Church’s social teachings offer a vital toolkit to build a better future for

old people are too easily cast aside or forgotten, writes Ronan Doheny.

Northern Ireland, writes Dr Maria Power. With the Covid pandemic having

Despite this, he says, the Church has consistently underlined both the

forced so much into a standstill for so long, in a way that has highlighted

inherent value of all human lives and the specific gifts that old people

the unsustainability of old ways of doing things, there is an opportunity

have to offer. Perhaps surprisingly, he says, there are quite a few films

now to build a shared future that embraces a Biblical understanding of

that illustrate these points in entertaining and artistically stunning ways.

justice through Christ’s focus on who our neighbours truly are.

12 ~ Monkish lights in modern darkness

19 ~ ‘Let us now praise famous men’
While deeply impressed, in the main, by Pope Francis’s new book Let Us

Celtic and Benedictine monks lived lives built around work and prayer,

Dream, Dr Julie Daly argues that his comments on the toppling of statues

with a deep commitment to hospitality, writes Ross Ahlfeld. Though the

hit a false note. Far from these being exercises in the eradication of

likes of Columba and Benedict himself are long gone, they’ve left behind

history, attempts to remove statues often speak of serious engagements

legacies both of living successors and evocative ruins, both of which can

with history, grappling with what exactly is worthy of commemorating,

inspire modern Christian movements that seek to rejuvenate ossified

and why.

and desiccated societies from within.

13 ~ Arousing the conscience

20 ~ Thinking outside the ballot box
Too often, writes Ben Conroy, we think of politics in narrow terms,

Genocide is happening in China today, and it falls to us as Christians to

focused on political parties and the rare chances ordinary voters get to

wake up to this reality, and to try to rouse the consciences of others too,

vote. In truth, he says, there’s much more to politics than this, and in

writes Cian Flaherty. Sceptical that the Irish government will, left to its

some ways the formal acts of politics are the least important parts of

own devices, use its position on the United Nations Security Council to

what it is to be a political animal. If we’re serious about politics, he argues,

call for global solidarity with the persecuted Uyghurs, he details a range of

we need to broaden our understanding of what politics is.

ways that we can do something – anything – to highlight this terrible crime.

14 ~ Sanctity’s supernatural signals
Miracle stories acted as proofs of holiness in the medieval biographies
of Ireland’s early saints, according to Dr Ellen Ganly. Tales of miracles,
which can be best understood by dividing them up into different
categories or motifs, were used to underline the holiness and importance
of saints, and were used to distinguish between saints in a way that
contributed to the growth of Christianity in Ireland.
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Learning to walk together
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03 ~ Finding rest for your soul
Although some have seen Pixar’s 2020 film Soul as a vision where
our souls are pure mind, Niamh White argues that on the contrary,
the film is a study in the joy of incarnation, where humanity is at
its fullest only when our souls have bodily form, able to enjoy the
sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings of the world that God made.
Viewing it during the strange depths of the Covid pandemic brought
home just how precious these small pleasures can be, and how they
should be appreciated.

04 ~ Distant glimmerings of Irish light
In the seventh, eighth, and ninth centuries the monasteries of Ireland
were beacons of learning, but little remains of them now but broken ruins.
In the Swiss monastery of St Gall, however, remarkable traces of Irish
monkish scholarship can still be found, writes Fr Conor McDonough.
Library catalogues there list books consulted and studied by Irish
monks, while one book contains thousands of marginal notes that speak
eloquently of the language and world in which such monks worked.

05 ~ Truth and denialism in the Church
Recent discoveries of cemeteries in Canada’s residential schools, many
of which were run by Catholic religious orders, may not be evidence of
massacres, writes David Lafferty, but neither should they be drawn upon
to contest the reality that Church bodies in Canada played key roles in
a project of cultural genocide. It’s crucial, he argues, that we not leap at
excuses or rationalisations that – even if partly true – allow us to play
down or deny wrongdoing by our fellow Catholics.

01 ~ From the Editor
As the Church in Ireland begins to embark on a synodal pathway leading

Themes of loss and suffering abound in the elegiac poems of the Anglo-

to a national synodal assembly, editor Greg Daly reflects on how taking

Saxons, the first English, writes Rachel Sherlock, with their surviving

responsibility for our Church is something we too rarely do. Going

poems drawing both on their Germanic heritage and their Christian

forward our synodal processes should enable us to do this, but we also

faith. Despite this, she observes, the poems carry in them seeds of hope,

need to accept responsibility for our part in the actions of the Church

inspirational recognitions that even our losses here are losses only of

in the past, recognising how we can hardly boast of our saints without

passing things, and that true and lasting victory remains something for

also expressing shame for our sins.

which we should hope and strive.

02 ~ Interview - Looking into our national mirror
Irish Times journalist Derek Scally suspects he’d have abandoned
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06 ~ Glimpses of final victory

07 ~ Not by bread alone: August
The readings for the feast of the Assumption present us with an image

Catholicism entirely if he’d not left Ireland for Germany as a young

from Revelation of a woman giving birth to a child who is the Messiah.

man. Now in The Best Catholics in the World, he explores what it was

Fr Columba McCann notes how the woman is often seen as a figure

about the Church in twentieth-century Ireland that enabled mindsets

of the Church, which though earlier pointed to as a set of flawed

that see the Irish Church as somehow distinct from the Irish people,

communities, is here depicted gloriously dressed and crowned with

and suggests that Germany may offer a way for the Irish to reintegrate

stars. It can take an apocalyptic vision to recognise this reality in the

their national identity, rather than denying so much of it.

Church around us, but it is worth remembering.
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08 ~ Round table: Synodality – listening to the
Spirit together
Synodality is a buzzword in the Church nowadays but its roots go back

12 ~ The best money I spend: in defence of tax
Too often we think of tax as a personal cost rather than an investment in
our societies, writes Kevin Hargaden, despite our duties as Christians to

to the Church’s beginnings. Leaven editor Greg Daly talks to papal

the common good. With Christ himself having made clear the perilous

biographer Austen Ivereigh, theologian Eamonn Conway, diocesan

nature of personal wealth, there is a long pedigree of Christian thinkers

education coordinator Maeve Mahon, and parish catechist Natalie

including Ambrose, Augustine, and Aquinas who recognised that the

Doherty about the nature of synodality and its links with Vatican II,

common good must be nurtured collectively, even if we know that

what Ireland’s coming synodal process might entail, hopes the four

building any kind of utopia is ultimately beyond us.

have for the process, and challenges the process may face.

09 ~ Liturgical living

13 ~ Not by bread alone: September
Fundamental to the Gospels is the question of who people say Jesus

In trying to build a ‘thick’ and ‘intentional’ Faith into her home life,

is, a question that is of enduring relevance to us today, according

Maria Connolly has been inspired by her own parents. Looking back

to Sr Eleanor Campion. The Gospels give us all manner of pointers

on the sort of ways her parents sought to give their children a sense

to this question, but in truth our there may be a gap for us between

that all comes from God, and that our lives should be lived in joyful

what we express in the Creed and what we seem to experience in our

gratitude for that fact, she describes Christian seasonal delights and

lives, so it is worth taking time to explore and clarify how we would

points to traditions both decorative and culinary that mark key days

answer this question.

in the Catholic calendar.

10 ~ Facing a Christian politics of fear

14 ~ What it means to be free to believe
Watching young children pray in the fashion they like best has been a

It is easy for Christians to confuse our interests and our aims, especially

strange and powerful education for Sr Carino Hodder, who sees this

at a time when our interests may feel – may even be – under attack, writes

as a key to the relationship between catechesis and freedom. It may be

Ben Conroy. This can tempt us to vote out of a sense of self-preservation,

surprising to some, but the Church teaches that freedom and faith are

or simply to freeze as though paralysed by our situation. Despite that, we

inextricably linked, and Sr Carino explains how a new Directory for

should remember that we are called to seek to build his kingdom, trusting

Catechesis spells out how only a freely embraced faith is likely to be

in God and remembering how ultimate victory has already been won.

able to weather today’s challenges.

11 ~ Interview - Shining like the brightness of
the heavens

15 ~ Wild western Christianity
Westerns may not be as popular in the cinema as they once were, Ronan

Harvard Astrochemist Karin Öberg is an expert in how planets are formed

Doheny says, but they never quite go away and in one form or another

– and especially in how planets form in ways that might be conducive to

remain a valuable genre, one that offers up studies in how we ought – or

the development of life. She’s also a convert to Catholicism, and in this

ought not – to behave, morality plays that question the nature of truth

Leaven interview describes how she was led to the Faith with the help of

or justice, meditations on war and peace, and reflections on changing

J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and G.K. Chesterton, and maps out what her

times and worlds that pass away.

work with the ALMA telescopic array involves.
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03 ~ An unlikely saviour
It’s a common cliché that Irish folklore is a superstitious peasant
Christianity, one shaped by pagan traditions, but this is a calumny
with roots in anti-Catholic propaganda, according to Dr Francis
Young. Considering how folklore served as a kind of vessel in which
the popular Catholicism of early modern Ireland could weather the
storms of the Reformation and penal times, Dr Young considers
how one Augustinian priory survived in the local imagination in the
centuries after its community was suppressed.

04 ~ The garden is burning –
Bro. Richard Hendrick OFM Cap
The first poem to feature in Leaven is by Bro. Richard Hendrick, a
Dublin-based Capuchin whose 2020 poem ‘Lockdown’ caught the
imaginations of countless people worldwide in the early weeks of the
pandemic. Bro. Richard’s thoughts, so beautifully expressed, seemed
an appropriate overture to this issue’s round-table discussion on
climate change, and an eloquent reminder of how humanity’s first
vocation, as portrayed in Genesis, is as a steward of the Lord’s garden

05 ~ Memories matter, now more than ever
Theological reflections on how the Holocaust happened can be profoundly
valuable for healing wounds inflicted by and within the Church in Ireland,
writes Niamh White, recalling Biblical injunctions towards remembrance,
justice, and truth, and the fact that though we are all made in God’s image,
we have not always treated each other as though this were true. Facing
painful truths is hard work, of course, but we don’t measure morality

01 ~ From the Editor
Leaven editor Greg Daly announces exciting news for the next issue

06 ~ A macabre medieval mindset

of Leaven, and reflects on how the theme of connectedness is at the

M.R. James, widely regarded as the greatest literary master of the ghost

heart of the new issue, with various pieces shedding light on topics as

story, was an eminent medieval scholar; Niall Gooch describes how his

diverse as the building blocks of the universe, the effects on leadership

expertise as a medievalist seems to have informed his fiction in various

styles of Catholic teachings on solidarity, and how reshaping how we

ways, nurturing a sense of the porous boundaries between the physical

live in the face of climate change may be the only way of helping our

world and non-physical ones, a willingness to ascribe supernatural

neighbours around the world.

02 ~ Interview - Land of saints and sages
The Middle Ages profoundly influenced James Joyce, who regarded
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by the difficulty of the challenge.

properties to natural things, and an appreciation of how there is a realm
of darkness with which humans should be reluctant to interfere.

07 ~ Not by bread alone – October

Dante as the greatest of writers and who believed Irish Christianity

It’s worth comparing how the Evangelists differ in what they emphasise in

produced a magnificent medieval culture, Anne Marie D’Arcy tells

their Gospels, Fr Columba McCann writes in our scriptural reflection for

Leaven. Although Joyce’s relationship with Catholicism was complicated,

October, homing in on the story of the rich man and Christ, as proclaimed

Dr D’Arcy explains that he was certainly not an atheist, and was

from Mark 10 at Mass. There’s a wealth of things for us to learn from

fascinated by the civilization of the early Irish Church, regarding the

studying this passage carefully, and in ways even more by comparing it

reforms of the twelfth century as a tragedy for Ireland and Europe

with the parallel accounts in Matthew’s and Luke’s writings, and trying to

more generally.

read it too in the light of the other biblical readings from the same Mass.
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08 ~ Round table: Climate change – doing our
Christian duty

12 ~ Interview When science, faith, and particles collide

Environmental theologian Dympna Mallon, Augustinian canoness Sr

The quest to understand the building blocks of our universe’s existence is

Margaret Atkins, environmental scientist and policy advocate Dr Ciara

a fundamental question of science and indeed humanity, according to Sr

Murphy, and energy economist Dr Muireann Lynch talk to Leaven editor

Katarina Pajchel OP, living proof that science and faith can complement

Greg Daly about the realities and challenges of climate change. They

each other, being as she is both a Dominican sister and an accomplished

explain why it is that care for the planet and its climate are vital duties

particle physicist. Between 2005 and 2014 she conducted research

of responsible Christians, why current concern about climate change

involving the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, the European Centre

is very much justified, and why dramatic changes in how we live are

for Nuclear Research, and now works at Oslo’s Metropolitan University,

not merely possible but urgently necessary.

teaching teachers how to teach physics.

09 ~ Liturgical living

13 ~ Not by bread alone – November

With Hallowe’en and the feasts of All Saints and All Souls falling at the

The story of the widow’s mite is regularly read as a story of heroic faith,

halfway point in this issue’s publication period, Maria Connolly notes

generosity, and trust in God, writes Sr Eleanor Campion OSCO, arguing

how October and November focus sharply on what happens to us after

that that interpretation is genuinely inspiring. However, she adds, the

we die. Hallowe’en traditions remind us of the realities of evil and

fact that the parable comes after an explicit criticism of figures who

spiritual warfare, and can be fun to celebrate, but they’re ultimately

‘swallow the property of widows’ to fund ostentatious displays of wealth

empty if we don’t also mark how we look to the saints as models and

and status while presenting themselves as religious is a pointer to how

pray for the souls in Purgatory.

it might best be read.

10 ~ A child of Chernobyl – and Catholic Ireland
The Belarusian opposition leader Svetiana Tsikhanouskaya spent

14 ~ Jane Austen: romance or realism?
Too often Jane Austen’s novels are packaged or perceived as National

many summers in Ireland with the family of Dr David Deane, who

Heritage chick-lit, writes Phoebe Watson, arguing that the Regency

now lectures in theology in Canada. In this issue of Leaven he explores

author’s books are anything but fluff but are in fact hilarious and

how Ms Tsikhanouskaya absorbed important lessons in Catholic Social

hard-headed guides to living virtuously. Pride and Prejudice, perhaps

Teaching from her visits to Ireland, with this having had a profound

the Austen novel most commonly painted as a beautiful romance, is

influence on her approach to politics and leadership more generally,

in fact a study in the importance of facing up to our flaws, striving to

and having primed her to respond gratefully and constructively to Pope

overcome our shortcomings, and working to live in a manner both kind

Francis’s encyclical on Christian fraternity.

and responsible.

11 ~ A song of suffering
A Hebrew poem, composed by a Russian Jewish poet in early twentieth-

15 ~ Finding a home onscreen
Positive depictions of traditional family life may seem a cinematic rarity,

century Palestine and set to music as a folk song, took on a strange

but Ronan Doheny believes there are all manner of films that highlight

new life in the Nazi-controlled Theresienstadt Ghetto in occupied

what families can be at their best. Films as diverse as the 1938 Frank

Czechoslovakia. Natalie Doherty describes how the folk song, based on

Capra classic You Can’t Take It With You, 2004’s The Incredibles, and 2018’s

the biblical character of Rachel, became something of an anthem in the

A Quiet Place may come from radically different genres, but all present

barracks of Theresienstadt, becoming beautifully enshrined in the final

remarkably affirming visions of family life as loving spaces where people

classical composition of one of the greatest composers of the period.

can be supported, nurtured, and helped to grow and change.
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Who we are
The Leaven team has been steadily growing over the last year or so, and we are
always keen to build the team. So far, the mainstays of the magazine have been...

G

reg Daly is editor and lead author of 1916: The Church and the Rising and author

of Cannae: The Experience of Battle in the Second Punic War. Formerly a barman,
a teacher, an academic, and even an aspiring friar, he has been a member of the

Catholic Voices media group in Britain, UK and Ireland correspondent for Aleteia, and both
senior reporter and assistant editor of The Irish Catholic, with his journalism winning several
awards from the Catholic Media Association in the US. Obsessed with Vermeer and the
Camino, he lives by the banks of the river Boyne and is generally in need of a haircut.

Editorial Board
Rachel Sherlock is a Catholic writer, literary enthusiast, and host of the Risking Enchantment
podcast. Originally from Kilkenny and solidly ensconced in Dublin after stints in Cork and
Nottingham, she has yet to solve any mysteries.
Fr Conor McDonough is a Dominican friar from Galway. He has studied science and
theology, and currently teaches dogmatic theology in the Dominican studium in Dublin.
He has recently begun a postgraduate diploma in Old Irish at Dublin’s Trinity College.
Ben Conroy is a PhD student in Philosophy at the University of Chicago. Born and raised
in Dublin, he contributes the ‘Everyday Philosophy’ column to The Irish Catholic, and his
writing has appeared in The Irish Times, The University Bookman, and elsewhere.

Website and Magazine Design
Colum Keating is a Dublin-based artist and freelance designer, with a degree in Fine Art from
NCAD and a masters in Multimedia and Interactive Systems, specialising in web design and
Human Computer Interaction. Colum’s passion is portrait painting and he is currently working
towards an exhibition of his work in early 2023.
Rachel Beard has worked for several publications – including a summer spent interning
with The Irish Catholic in Dublin – and volunteered as a teacher in Namibia before her
passion for public service led her to her current position at the Centres for Disease Control
and Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia.
Robyn Conroy is a digital designer, illustrator, and animator based in Dublin. She earned a
BA in Animation from The National Film School, IADT, producing an award-winning short
‘The Beekeeper’ in her final year. She currently works as a freelance illustrator and a motion
graphics designer producing educational video content for children grades K-12.
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Board of Directors
Jim Carr is author of Forsaken Roots: Catholicism and the Crisis of Liberal Democracy (2022).
He works as a hospital pharmacist and lectures part-time on the MA programme in Catholic
Applied Theology at Maryvale Institute. Married to Lisette, he is a proud Droghedean and
doting father to three beautiful daughters.
Edel Kelly has worked as a Project Manager in the Finance and Utilities Industries for over
20 years since graduating from Maynooth. Originally from Co. Tyrone, she currently lives
in the Louth countryside with her husband, several children, and even more dogs.

Fr Robert McCabe is a priest of the diocese of Meath based at St Mary’s Parish, Navan.
After 20 years as chaplain with the Defence Forces in Ireland and overseas, he is now
central spiritual director to the Pioneer Association. Alongside his work, he makes time
for triathlon, music, and photography.

Company Secretary
Julie Daly earned her PhD in modern history from the University of Illinois at Chicago with
a thesis on female military service in Britain after World War II. Now based in Drogheda,
Co. Louth, she works for the Dublin City Volunteer Centre, knits, and assiduously feeds a
colourful array of garden birds.

Regular Writers
Maria Connolly celebrated ten years this year since her return to the land of her Irish ancestors,
after growing up in the United States. Her mom made sure that their home was a liturgical
paradise and she hopes to carry on her traditions and start new ones. She lives in Dublin with
her Irish husband and three wild daughters. She writes the regular ‘Liturgical living’ column.
Sr Eleanor Campion is a Cistercian nun of St Mary’s Abbey in Glencairn, Co. Waterford. She
is editor of Reading with the Heart: Lectio Divina, the Cistercian Way of Prayer (Messenger
Publications, 2020) and is one of two writers of ‘Not by bread alone’, Leaven’s regular
scriptural reflection column.
Fr Columba McCann is a Benedictine monk of Glenstal Abbey in Murroe, Co. Limerick,
where he works as teacher, musician, novicemaster, and director of Benedictine Oblates.
He served as a diocesan priest in the Archdiocese of Dublin until a ‘change of team’ brought
him to Glenstal in 2004. He also writes a ‘Not by bread alone’ column each issue.
Niamh White is from Dublin, where she can usually be found reading with a cup of tea
and a cat on her lap. She is currently a PhD student at Trinity College, Dublin, writing on
theology and disability.
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Natalie Doherty is a Faith Development Worker in the Archdiocese of Dublin currently based in
a West Dublin parish. She studied in Mater Dei and Maynooth, and worked in Maynooth. Before
her parish work, she was an aspiring musicologist where her work was an interdisciplinary
mix of music, theology, history and psychology, and anything else that could be stuffed in!
Phoebe Watson is a Catholic convert with a love of books, crafts, theology and nature.
She is co-host of the Risking Enchantment podcast and in her spare time can be found
crocheting lace or tending to her growing collection of plants. In her non-spare time, she
is a civil engineer living and working in Dublin.
Ronan Doheny is a religious archivist for the FCJ Sisters in Dublin and former archivist of
the G.K. Chesterton Collection at Notre Dame London Global Gateway. From Kilkenny, he
dabbles in history and has a passion for cinema. His preferred dinner party guests would
be Bob Dylan, Graham Greene, and Pope Benedict XVI.
Fr Bernard Healy is a priest of the diocese of Kerry. He is currently a curate at St John’s,
Tralee, in addition to serving on the Synodal Pathway Team of his diocese and working
on an academic thesis about St John Henry Newman. His passions include the history
of theology, the Irish countryside, the city of Rome, photography, and books of all kinds.
Maolsheachlann Ó Ceallaigh is the author of Inspiration from the Saints (published by Angelico
Press in 2018) and of the blog Irish Papist. He has written for Ireland’s Own, The Irish Catholic,
The Catholic Voice, Sunday Miscellany, and various others. Since 2001, he has been happily
employed as a library assistant in UCD.
Dr Ellen Ganly is a PhD graduate of Maynooth University whose research interests centre on
the history of saints in Medieval Ireland. Based in her home county of Offaly, and a former
research assistant for the Chronologicum Hibernicum Project on dating developments in
early Irish language and literature, she wrote her PhD thesis on the Life and Cult of St Abbán.
Dr Kevin Hargaden is a moral theologian who directs the Jesuit Centre for Faith and Justice
in Dublin. The author of Theological Ethics in a Neoliberal Age: Confronting the Christian
Problem with Wealth, he is an elder in the Presbyterian Church in Ireland and an avid Man
City fan, which is an awkward place for any ethicist to occupy. He tweets at @kevinhargaden.
Sr Carino Hodder OP is a Dominican Sister of St Joseph based in the New Forest, England.
She is a First Holy Communion catechist and currently studies theology at the Maryvale
Institute. Her community can be found at @DomSrStJoseph

Dr Maria Power is a Senior Research Fellow in Human Dignity at the Las Casas Institute
for Social Justice, University of Oxford. She is the author of Catholic Social Teaching and
Theologies of Peace in Northern Ireland: Cardinal Cahal Daly and the Pursuit of the Peaceable
Kingdom.
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Afterword

T

hank you for reading so far –we really hope

we can’t manage that, we can’t be genuine disciples,

you’ve enjoyed it, and can see the potential in

much less the missionary ones the Church and indeed

Leaven and the kind of people involved in putting

the world need.

it together. Leaven is, we think, pretty much by any

We’d like people and institutions to follow us on

definition a green shoot in the Irish Church. Maybe

social media, @leavenmag on Twitter and Instagram,

not perfect, but still a good and genuinely hopeful sign.

and facebook.com/leavenmag on Facebook, and to

share our content. It’s not enough, I’m afraid, to ‘like’
complacence, and that’s where we need to ask for help. it – do that too, please, but it’s sharing that will amplify

Unfortunately, while that’s great, it’s not grounds for

We all know the Parable of the Sower in Matthew

our voices and magnify our presence. And in truth, if

13, but I’m not sure we’re always great about thinking

you look at the quality of the content we’ve posted on

about how it applies in our own Church. ‘A sower went

social media over the last year, rich in the wisdom of the

out to sow,’ it begins. ‘And as he sowed, some seeds

Church over the centuries, I hope you’ll think it’s worth

fell along the path, and the birds came and devoured

sharing, and doing so time and time and time again.

them. Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where they

And crucially, we need to ask you to subscribe to

had not much soil, and immediately they sprang up,

us, and to encourage others to do so: encourage your

since they had no depth of soil, but when the sun rose

family, your friends, your parishioners, your staff,

they were scorched; and since they had no root they

your students, anyone at all you think might be open-

withered away. Other seeds fell upon thorns, and the

minded enough to try this and likely to gain from doing

thorns grew up and choked them. Other seeds fell on

so. Indeed, we’d ask you to buy individual issues as gifts

good soil and brought forth grain, some a hundredfold,

for people to encourage the project: our digital issues

some sixty, some thirty. He who has ears, let him hear.’

are just €4 each, with an annual subscription costing

When it comes to sharing the Faith, green shoots

just €20. That’s €20 for roughly 600 pages of beautifully-

alone aren’t enough. They can be strangled by the

produced, top-quality Catholic writing, available from

cares and temptations of the world around them, or

leavenmagazine.ie and leavenmag.gumroad.com, easily

they can fail to put down real roots so they can blossom

downloaded to be read as pdfs on your phone, your

and bring forth grain; they need to be watered so the

tablet, or your computer.

ground will be softened and they can grow, and they

What’s more, if institutions are interested in

need to be tended and protected so they can thrive.

bulk subscriptions for dioceses, parishes, schools,

If we’re not willing to do this, we may as well give up.

chaplaincies, or whatever, we’d be happy to talk about
discounted offers – just email us at publications@

SO, WHAT CAN YOU DO?

leavenmagazine.ie and we can try to come up with

To start with, please pray for us. Our prayer on the

something that will help us all to work together.

back page of this sampler is an appeal for God to help
us live up to the standards we’re called to here, and if

Thank you so much for staying with us so far, and
do get in touch!
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Let us Pray
W

e thank you Father, Lord of heaven and earth, for pouring
the Spirit of your Son into our hearts, making us your

sons and daughters, children of light, ambassadors of peace,
hungry for justice and ready for mission.

Your kingdom is like leaven hidden in meal, a silent presence,
yielding unexpected growth. We thank you for calling and
equipping us to serve this kingdom in everything we do and
say, and ask that our efforts are received in the spirit in which
they are offered.
As we look forward to the coming of your Son, and the abundant
hospitality of heaven, give us strength here and now to pour
out cups of charity and to extend to all the invincible friendship
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Through Christ our Lord.

Amen.
St Brigid of Ireland, pray for us.
St Francis de Sales, pray for us.
St Oliver Plunkett, pray for us.
Our Lady of Good Help, pray for us.
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